CHAPTER IV

INVESTMENT
AND THE DIGITAL
ECONOMY

A. INTRODUCTION
1. The pervasiveness of the digital economy
The digital economy – the application of internet-based digital technologies to the production
and trade of goods and services – is becoming an ever more important part of the global
economy. The transition to a digital economy can provide a boost to competitiveness across
all sectors, new opportunities for business and entrepreneurial activity, and new avenues for
accessing overseas markets. It also provides new tools for tackling persistent development
and social problems. However, it comes with a host of challenges – from the global digital
divide, to potential negative social and development impacts, and complex, internet-specific
regulatory issues – which policymakers need to address. The opportunities and challenges
associated with the digital economy are particularly important for developing countries.
The digital economy is becoming an ever more important part of the global economy:
•

It is affecting the lives of growing numbers of people: according to the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), three quarters of the population in most developed and
emerging economies use the internet, and the penetration rate is approaching 50 per
cent across developing countries – exceeding 25 per cent in Africa.1

•

It is a growing part of people’s economic lives: in developed countries and emerging
economies, up to two thirds of people now shop online.2

•

It is pervasive in doing business: business-to-business (B2B) transactions are worth a
multiple of business-to-consumer (B2C) transactions; even considering only web-based
sales (excluding closed digital networks between firms), they are still about a third higher,
according to UNCTAD’s Information Economy Report (UNCTAD, 2015a).

•

It is encompassing an ever greater part of the global economy: the value of B2C
transactions has tripled from 0.5 per cent of global GDP in 2010 to 1.5 per cent today,
and the internet industry contributes almost four percentage points to GDP in the largest
economies, those that generate 70 per cent of global GDP.3

•

It is increasingly used by governments to interact with citizens and to deliver services:
according to the UN’s e-Government Development Index, 90 countries now offer one
or more one-stop portals for public information or online services, and 148 countries
provide at least one form of online transactional services.

The transition to a digital economy is a major policy priority for all countries. For developing
countries, it poses both immense challenges and immense opportunities. They can derive
significant economic benefits from digital development. It can make overseas markets more
accessible for exports, including by linking domestic companies and small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) to global value chains (GVCs). It can create new markets, such as
digital applications adapted to specific local conditions (e.g. in sectors such as agriculture,
education and health) or open up niche sectors, such as in the creative economy. It makes
possible new business models for developing-country entrepreneurs and SMEs.
Digitalization can also contribute to addressing specific social or development challenges.
Digital technologies can facilitate access to basic services such as health (e.g. e-health
services), education (e.g. remote teaching) and financial services. They can foster government
transparency and effectiveness (e.g. e-government, including approaches such as UNCTAD’s
eRegulations and eRegistrations systems) and support anti-corruption efforts. They can help
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governments better understand and respond to societal trends and developments, such as
changes in migration patterns and migrants’ behaviour and needs. Or they can facilitate
the delivery of humanitarian and development assistance (e.g. information management
and communications can strengthen crisis response to environmental disasters, health
pandemics and population displacements). In general, digitalization can expand choices and
lower transaction costs in social and economic interactions; improve livelihoods by allowing
users to create, access, utilize and share information; and boost individual empowerment
and collective engagement through the use of social media.
Besides these significant opportunities, however, digitalization also presents serious
challenges:
•

First, the digital divide – caused by a lack of investment, skills and capacity – makes
digitalization a complex process, particularly for developing and least developed countries
(LDCs).

•

Second, digitalization can help address some development challenges, but it also has
important limitations (e.g. remote teaching or health services cannot fully substitute for
physical schools and hospitals).

•

Third, governments must address not only concerns over the impact of digitalization and
automatization on employment and inequality, but also new regulatory challenges, e.g.
the protection of security and privacy.

•

Finally, digitalization will affect all countries, irrespective of whether they actively pursue
it. Developing countries, and especially LDCs, may risk increasing dependency on a few
global digital MNEs, or further marginalization from the global economy.

Policymakers around the world are grappling with the implications of digitalization, trying
to capture the opportunities and address the challenges. The number of digital economy
studies has mushroomed in recent years, both in the private sector (consultants, think tanks)
and in the public sector (public institutions, international organizations). The varying scope
of these studies reflects the many dimensions of the digital economy. They range from
specific discussions on the impact of the internet in economic interactions (e-commerce) to
broader discussions on the use of new technologies in everyday life (e-health, e-education,
the internet of things) and the adoption of digital technologies in business (robotics, big
data), all driving a new industrial revolution.
The many studies on the digital economy contain multiple policy perspectives, ranging from
implications and legislative needs driven by new technologies (e.g. privacy, data standards
and protection, intellectual property rights, internet governance, cybersecurity) to advice
on tackling broader economic and societal implications, including effects on employment,
equality, competition and tax systems. The development perspective is equally well covered,
with policy advice ranging from white papers focusing on how to improve connectivity and
access to the internet, to broad debates on new entrepreneurial and business development
opportunities and greater access to overseas markets for SMEs in developing countries. With
such a broad array of policy advice on offer and with digital development widely considered
a key avenue for economic growth, many governments, in both developed and developing
countries, have formulated or are formulating policies for the development of the digital
economy, from broadband plans to digital development strategies and industry 4.0 visions.
In light of the vast amounts of analysis already conducted in recent years on the pros and
cons of the transition to a digital economy, this chapter, in its main analytical sections, focuses
instead on the implications for international investment and investment policymaking.
However, in the concluding section, it aims to bring the development perspective back in,
building on existing knowledge, in an overarching policy framework for investment in the
digital economy.
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2. The relevance of the digital economy for
investment and investment policy
The digital economy has important implications for investment, and investment is crucial for
digital development. First, the digital economy has the potential to transform the international
operations of MNEs and the impact of foreign affiliates on host countries, and therefore
affects investment policies. Second, digital development in all countries, and particularly
the participation of developing countries in the global digital economy, calls for targeted
investment policies to build connectivity infrastructure, promote digital firms and support
digitalization of the broader economy.
MNEs grow their international operations to access overseas markets to harness differences
in factor costs and to secure resources. By creating new ways to access markets the digital
economy can make a physical presence overseas less fundamental or even obsolete, which
could result in a retreat of international production. At the same time, it can also have the
opposite effect on international production by driving new companies that have created a
virtual global presence online to physically expand overseas and invest in foreign operations.
The digital economy also has implications for efficiency-seeking and resource-seeking
investment by enabling new governance and coordination mechanisms in international
production networks. Thus, it affects the companies expanding overseas (with new players
on the investment scene), the quantity and direction of cross-border investment flows, the
types of operations that MNEs set up overseas, the governance modalities in global supply
chains and the impact of foreign affiliates in host countries.
With such transformative effects on international production and on the universe of MNEs
and their investment decisions, it is inevitable that existing national and international
investment policy frameworks should adapt to the digital economy. Investment determinants
and business models are changing, which has implications for policies that seek to promote
and facilitate investment, as well as for international investment governance mechanisms.
Existing rules and regulations related to foreign investment, often designed with physical
assets or traditional services in mind, must therefore be reviewed, and where necessary,
updated.
At the same time, the plethora of digital development strategies being launched by national
governments and regional organizations need an investment policy component, aimed at
building up the necessary infrastructure and digital industries that are the basis of digital
development. To date, many digital development strategies do not provide guidance for
investment policymakers, and they rarely contain concrete investment policy measures to
support their goals.

The objective of this chapter is first to show how the digital economy changes MNE
operations and investment behaviour, and to discuss implications for investment policy. The
chapter then aims to show how investment policy can support digital development. Taken
together, these two perspectives provide the basis for an investment policy framework for
the digital age.
Section IV.B documents how the digital economy is affecting the global investment landscape
and MNE operations. Section IV.C discusses the investment dimension of digital development.
Section IV.D summarizes key policy implications and proposes a policy framework.
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B. MNEs AND INTERNATIONAL
PRODUCTION IN THE
DIGITAL ECONOMY
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have been a fundamental enabler of
the growth of international production. The rise of the digital economy represents both an
intensification and a disruption in the symbiotic relationship between ICTs and international
production. An intensification in that it provides MNEs with more far-reaching opportunities
to redesign processes and routes to market, and to redefine governance modalities in global
production networks. A disruption in that it gives rise to entirely new multinational business
models, from “born globals” to virtual MNEs, with fundamentally different international
footprints.
ICTs have been a fundamental enabler of the growth of international production. The
coordination of increasingly complex and dispersed global production networks would not
have been possible without commensurate improvements in communication capabilities.
Advances in ICTs have facilitated the spread of new governance mechanisms in GVCs.
Internet-based digital technologies also shape modern global production networks (Foster
and Graham, 2016). The implications for MNE location and governance decisions are still
the subject of empirical analysis and academic debate. Some studies (e.g. Rangan and
Sengul, 2009) argue that ICT adoption facilitates control in outsourcing and other nonequity relationships, through constant information exchange. Others tend to associate ICTs
with higher in-house production and intrafirm trade (Chen and Kamal, 2016).
This section examines how the international footprint of ICT and digital MNEs differs from
that of other multinationals, and looks at the consequences for FDI and host economies. The
rise of digital companies and the digitalization of MNEs across all sectors have implications
for financing choices, asset profiles, employment and tax contributions. They also have
implications for firms in host countries, including SMEs, that aim to establish linkages to
MNEs and gain access to global markets.

1. The rise of tech MNEs and its implications
Tech MNEs are enablers of the global digital economy: they provide the infrastructure and
the tools for digital adoption. With the rapid growth of the digital economy, the weight of
tech MNEs in international production has increased dramatically over the last decade. Tech
MNEs are not only outgrowing firms in all other industries, but also disrupting traditional
patterns of job creation and of asset structure, with intangibles and cash accounting for a
significantly higher share of assets.
The fast rise of tech MNEs represents one of the most noteworthy trends in the world of global
megacorporations in recent years. This phenomenon has attracted increasing attention, not
only at the research and policy levels, but also in the broader public (see, for example, The
Economist, 2016). In 2010, the relevance of tech companies in the top 100 MNE ranking
compiled by UNCTAD was still limited and not significantly different than 10 years earlier
(box IV.1). From 2010 to 2015, in contrast, the number of tech companies in the ranking
more than doubled, from 4 to 10, and their share in total assets and operating revenues
followed a similar, and even more pronounced, trend (figure IV.1). This growing weight
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Box IV.1.

ICT firms in UNCTAD’s ranking of the top 100 MNEs

UNCTAD has historically collected data on the largest global MNEs and compiled an annual ranking of the top 100 non-financial
MNEs worldwide. UNCTAD uses foreign assets, estimated from the geographical segmentation disclosed in financial statements, as
the leading metric for establishing the MNE ranking. This focus on the foreign (or FDI) component of the business enables UNCTAD to
identify corporations that have a more pronounced international footprint.
For the purpose of this study, UNCTAD’s list of the top 100 is divided into three types of MNEs, the first two of which are considered
ICT firms:
• Tech MNEs. This group includes MNEs operating in the broader information technology (IT) industry, either as manufacturers of
computers, ICT devices and related components (e.g. Apple, Samsung, Hon Hai) or as providers of software and services (e.g.
Microsoft, SAP). These companies not only supply the IT tools supporting the digital revolution, but are themselves providers of digital
services as well. This group does not include MNEs operating mainly in adjacent sectors, such as consumer electronics (e.g. Philips).
• Telecom MNEs. This group includes the providers of communication infrastructure and connectivity.
• Other MNEs. This group includes MNEs from all other (non-digital) industries. These MNEs may be exposed to digital technologies
and services, but they are all users rather than providers or enablers.
Box figure IV.1.1 identifies the tech and telecom MNEs in UNCTAD’s rankings since 2000 and charts the dynamics leading to the current
list. As UNCTAD’s methodology is based on foreign assets, some well-known global digital giants, such as Amazon and Facebook, do
not feature in the top 100. Neither do major telecom players, such as Verizon and AT&T, whose domestic assets and revenues are very
large, but whose foreign businesses are relatively small.

Box figure IV.1.1.

Movement of ICT players in UNCTAD’s top 100 MNEs
Tech MNEs

Ericsson
HP
IBM
LG
Motorola
Sony

HP
IBM
Nokia
Sony

Nokia

2000

Apple
Google
Microsoft

Hon Hai

2010

2011

Ericsson
LG
Motorola

2012

Google
Oracle

SAP

Samsung

2013

Nokia

2014

Alphabet (Google)
Apple
Hon Hai
HP
IBM
Microsoft
Oracle
Samsung
SAP
Sony
2015

Google

Telecom MNEs
Cable & Wireless
SBC
Telefonica
Verizon
Vodafone
Deutsche Telekom
Liberty
Orange
TeliaSonera
Vivendi
2000

Deutsche Telekom
Liberty
Orange
Telefonica
TeliaSonera
Vivendi
Vodafone

America Movil

2010

Cable & Wireless
SBC
Verizon

TeliaSonera

Altice
America Movil
NTT

Softbank

2011

2012

America Movil

Altice
America Movil
Deutsche Telekom
Liberty
NTT
Orange
Softbank
Telefonica
Vodafone

2013

2014

Vivendi

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis Bureau van Dijk (BvD) and Thomson ONE.
Note: The selection of top 100 MNEs is compiled and updated annually by UNCTAD as part of the research for the World Investment Report.
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2015

Figure IV.1.

Evolution of ICT MNEs in UNCTAD’s ranking of the top 100 MNEs, 2006 and 2010–2015
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10%

2013
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12%
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Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.

results from a group of tech MNEs, mainly from the United States, entering the ranking.
Some of these companies, such as Alphabet (Google) and Microsoft, are leading the digital
revolution; others, such as Oracle, heavily rely on and benefit from the acceleration of the
internet to deliver their value proposition. When including telecom MNEs, other important
enablers of the digital economy, 19 MNEs in the top 100 are ICT companies – a sizeable
portion of megacorporations.
Tech megacorporations are enjoying exceptional growth momentum. Figure IV.2 describes
the recent evolution of assets, operating revenues and employees for the sample of MNEs
in the 2015 UNCTAD top 100. In the last five years, the largest tech MNEs have outpaced
traditional MNEs and telecom companies, with assets growing by more than 10 per cent
annually, compared with an essentially flat trend for the other two groups. Growth in operating
revenues and employees is more moderate, but still higher than in other members of the top
100 MNEs. These figures confirm that tech MNEs represent by far the most dynamic players
among the largest global multinationals.
The fast growth of tech MNEs is a result of multiple and interrelated factors, including strong
technological and market momentum prompted by the digital revolution, financial solidity
and spending capacity due to very high margins and liquidity, as well as a managerial
culture oriented towards investment and innovation. As a result, not only have tech
megacorporations gained market dominance in their core segments, but they have also
successfully expanded in neighbouring digital areas. In just a few years, some have become
digital hubs operating across the full spectrum of the digital economy.
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Figure IV.2.

Trends in assets, operating revenues and employees of the 2015 top 100 MNEs
(Indexed, 2010 = 100)
Tech MNEs

Telecom MNEs

Other MNEs

CAGR 2010–2015
165

11%

Assets
103
99

100

130

Operating
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100
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91

100

2010
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2012

2013

2014

1%
0%

5%

-2%
-2%

125

5%

108

1%

92

-2%

2015

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.
Note: The analysis includes the subset of UNCTAD’s 2015 ranking of the top 100 MNEs that had reported information consistently for the relevant years (97 MNEs for assets
and operating revenues, of which 9 tech, 8 telecom and 80 other MNEs; 81 MNEs for employees, of which 6 tech, 8 telecom and 67 other MNEs).

A critical issue related to digitalization is employment. It is often argued that rising productivity
and the growing role of intangibles in value generation could result in a loss of human
labour. The debate is polarized between those who foresee sizeable new opportunities and
those who expect significant jobs dislocation (WEF, 2016). The employment trend reported
in figure IV.2 conveys a multifaceted picture. In telecom and other MNEs, employment has
remained substantially flat, in line with assets and operating revenues, which suggests
that digitalization in these groups has, so far, not affected jobs specifically. The number of
employees in tech MNEs, in contrast, has increased by about 5 per cent annually over the
last five years. This employment creation is roughly aligned with the increase in operating
revenues, but significantly lower than the increase in total assets (at 11 per cent annually).
This indicates that although tech MNEs are creating more employment as they grow, sources
of corporate value are shifting from labour to capital.
Critically, the focus is moving toward capital components such as intangibles and cash,
which generate relatively little employment. The average market capitalization of tech
megacorporations is almost three times higher than that of other MNEs. At the end of 2015,
10 tech MNEs made up about 26 per cent of the total market capitalization of the top 100
MNEs in the UNCTAD ranking, a share over two times larger than their share in number,
assets and operating revenues (for comparison, see figure IV.1). Such market capitalization
can be largely attributed to highly valuable unrecorded intangibles, such as brand, knowhow and intellectual property (as demonstrated by the wide gap between market value
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Figure IV.3.

Sources of value of the top 100 MNEs: market capitalization and asset composition, 2015
Market capitalization

Asset composition
Share of
total top 100

Average, $ billion
Equity book value

100 = Asset book value

Tech
MNEs

Telecom
MNEs

Other
MNEs

Average,
top 100

Ratio between intangibles
(including undisclosed)
and asset book value

Breakdown

192

26%

28%

+

91%

1.0

7%
+

6%

57

0.4

9%

9%
69

+

68%

23%

0.4

12%
+ 30%

81

0.5

Cash

Fixed intangible (disclosed)

Other current assets

Intangible, undisclosed
(% asset book value)

Fixed tangible

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.
Note: The analysis includes the subset of UNCTAD’s 2015 ranking of the top 100 MNEs that reported the relevant information on the asset composition (92 MNEs, of which
10 tech, 8 telecom and 74 other MNEs). Estimates of undisclosed intangible assets are equivalent to the difference between market capitalization and equity book value
(market capitalization method). For an alternative application employing the enterprise value instead of market capitalization, see the Global Intangible Financial Tracker
(Brand Finance, 2016). Replacing the market capitalization with the enterprise value in this analysis leads to similar results (with a smaller, but still sizeable, difference in
the weight of intangibles between tech MNEs and other MNEs).

and asset book value). When including this component (calculated according to the market
capitalization method), tech MNEs’ intangibles are estimated to be roughly equal to their
asset book value – significantly more than the average 40 per cent recorded for other
MNEs (figure IV.3). The second distinctive feature in the asset composition of tech MNEs
is the large share of cash and cash equivalents, which stands at 28 per cent of total asset
book value, or more than three times higher than the share of cash in other MNEs. Strong
liquidity and high spending capacity have fueled the exceptional growth of these companies
in recent years.
These major differences in asset profile indicate a structural shift in the sources of corporate
value from fixed, tangible assets to intangibles and current assets, and illustrate the
profound disruption brought about by digital and tech MNEs. The traditional approach to
growth and investment – characterized by high capital expenditure and debt, stretched
liquidity, high fixed costs and squeezed margins – is largely absent in the digital world.
So the question arises, How is this business revolution affecting MNEs’ decisions about
international investment?
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2. Digital and tech MNEs: a fundamentally
different international footprint
Relying on the enabling infrastructure provided by ICT firms, digital MNEs’ operations are
based on, or strictly linked to, the internet. They include providers of internet platforms,
e-commerce, digital solutions and digital content. The importance of these digital firms in
the MNE universe is growing rapidly. Their international footprint, however, is fundamentally
different than that of other MNEs: they can reach foreign markets with fewer assets and
fewer employees overseas. Their economic impact on host countries is thus less directly
visible in terms of physical investment and job creation. Their international operations also
differ from those of other MNEs in a number of areas: they tend to hold more liquid assets,
and they have more opportunities to exploit tax-efficient corporate structures. In addition,
unlike other MNEs, most digital MNEs are headquartered in only a few countries, with a
heavy concentration in the United States.
A fundamental question for research and policy analysis is whether, and how, digitalization is
changing the internationalization strategies of MNEs. It is generally argued that digitalization
may lead to a retreat in FDI, as it enables MNEs to operate globally and engage in foreign
markets without a physical presence (Eden, 2016; McKinsey Global Institute, 2016). In
theory, digitalization can lighten foreign asset footprints of MNEs in two ways:
•

Online marketplaces. Traditional MNEs reach foreign consumers in downstream parts
of the value chain through market-seeking FDI (e.g. retail distribution chains or sales
and marketing operations) or through building overseas production operations that sell
through local distributors. Digital MNEs can dispense with much of that effort. They
reach consumers online and often distribute through third-party channels. In smaller
markets, they often maintain only local corporate offices, for minimal representation
purposes.

•

Digital value chains. Digitalization affects not only downstream functions but often the
process of production. Digitalization of production and operations is occurring in many
forms: fully digital products and services (e.g. internet platforms), digitalized physical
products (e.g. digital content) and the digitalization of selected parts of the production
process (see also section IV.B.3 on digital transformation). In all these forms, some or all
of the GVC is digital, either digitally born or turning from physical to digital. Operations
take place mostly on the internet and are thus intangible and transnational (or even
stateless) by nature. In this context, some of the traditional motivations for FDI weaken or
may be insufficient to compensate for the location costs or coordination and governance
issues associated with FDI. These dynamics affect primarily efficiency-seeking FDI,
motivated for example by the reduction of labour costs or of trade costs.

As motivations for market-seeking FDI and efficiency-seeking FDI are partially undermined
by digitalization, other types of FDI are becoming more important. These include knowledgeseeking FDI and to some extent also financial- and tax-driven FDI. Compared with traditional
types of FDI, these types tend to have a limited impact on MNEs’ international production
footprint.
This issue is central to the discussion on the future of international production; however, it
has so far been debated mostly on the basis of anecdotal evidence. No systematic empirical
analysis has been done to underpin it and to quantify its scale. Most likely, this is due to
the methodological and empirical challenges related to (i) assessing MNEs’ exposure to
digitalization, (ii) measuring their international footprint and (iii) linking these two dimensions.
The analysis in the next sections will attempt to fill the gap.
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a. Mapping the digital economy
To address the issue, UNCTAD has undertaken three steps:
•

Defined categories of MNEs on the basis of a qualitative assessment of their digital
intensity

•

Quantified MNEs’ international footprint using company reporting on geographical
segments

•

Analyzed relevant patterns and relationships between the digital categories and their
(average) international footprint

This approach required expanding the statistical base of firm-level data. The preceding
section focused on tech and telecom MNEs through the lens of the UNCTAD top 100 MNEs;
this section introduces specific classifications for digital MNEs and ICT MNEs and two
corresponding new top 100 lists. The methodology behind the creation of the two new lists
is described in box IV.2, and in more detail in the annex to this chapter (available online).
UNCTAD has mapped the digital economy by classifying relevant MNEs into two groups
(figure IV.4):
1. Digital MNEs are characterized by the central role of the internet in their operating
and delivery model. They include purely digital players (internet platforms and providers
of digital solutions) that operate entirely in a digital environment and mixed players
(e-commerce and digital content) that combine a prominent digital dimension with a
physical one.
a. Internet platforms: digitally born businesses, operated and delivered through the
internet, e.g. search engines, social networks and other platforms, such as for
sharing.
b. Digital solutions: other internet-based players and digital enablers, such as electronic
and digital payment operators, cloud players and other service providers.
c. E-commerce: online platforms that enable commercial transactions, including
internet retailers and online travel agencies. Delivery may be digital (if the content of
the transaction is digital) or physical (if the content is tangible).
d. Digital content: producers and distributors of goods and services in digital format,
including digital media (e.g. video and TV, music, e-books) and games, as well as
data and analytics. Digital content can be delivered through the internet but also
through other channels (e.g. cable TV).
2. ICT MNEs provide the enabling infrastructure that makes the internet accessible to
individuals and businesses. They include IT companies selling hardware and software,
as well as telecom firms.
a. IT: manufacturers of devices and components (hardware), software developers and
providers of IT services
b. Telecom: providers of telecommunication infrastructure and connectivity
The complete ranking of the top 100 digital MNEs is provided in the annex to this chapter.
For each category, figure IV.5 identifies the three largest (publicly listed) players in terms of
operating revenues, as of 2015. The allocation of firms to categories is unique and is based
on the main activity or main source of revenues. In practice, unambiguous classification
of these firms is difficult. Digital and ICT MNEs may have a significant presence in various
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Box IV.2.

UNCTAD’s ranking of top digital and ICT MNEs: selection, classification and
international footprint analysis

UNCTAD’s new database is an effort to systematically rank digital and ICT MNEs. Through its scale, breadth and depth, which is part of
the value added of the analysis, it seeks to achieve two key objectives:
• Profile the leading digital and ICT MNEs in all the main digital areas. Doing so has value beyond the international footprint analysis
developed here; UNCTAD’s sample can be used as a basis for firm-level analysis of other relevant dimensions of digital MNEs.
• Build an extensive sample of digital and ICT firms to support solid empirical analysis, addressing not only the comparison between
digital and non-digital MNEs, but also relevant patterns between categories of digital and ICT MNEs.
a. Selection and classification of top digital and ICT MNEs
UNCTAD’s research of company data identified the largest 100 digital and 100 ICT MNEs by operating revenues and/or sales. The
definitions of digital MNE and ICT MNE follow the classification of figure IV.4. Box table IV.2.1 provides key statistics for the selected
MNEs and summarizes the selection criteria as well as the main analytical steps.
b. International footprint analysis
This study mainly relied on consolidated geographic information reported by publicly listed MNEs. The key metrics used to analyze
MNEs’ international footprint were the following:
• Share of foreign assets
• Share of foreign sales
• Ratio of the share of foreign sales to the share of foreign assets
A more detailed discussion of the construction of the database and the approach to the international footprint analysis can be found in
the annex to this chapter.

Box table IV.2.1.

UNCTAD’s database of the top digital and top ICT MNEs: key elements and
descriptive statistics

Selection criteria
Listed companies

Internet platforms

Multinational enterprises

Main analytical steps

Digital solutions

Digital
MNEs

Extraction of the initial sample
- all companies with annual
operating revenues above $1
billion (about 20,000 firms from
the ORBIS company database)

E-commerce

Selection of the 100 largest
multinationals (in terms of
operating revenues) for digital
MNEs and ICT MNEs based
on activity codes, trade
description, financial
reporting and company
websites
Cross-validation with
other lists, both generalist
(Fortune 2000, Forbes 500,
S&P 500) and specialized
(UNCTAD Information
Economy Reports and
consultants reports)

Digital
content

Max

Min

2

27.6

75.0

2.8

Social networks

5

5

5.5

17.9

1.0

Other platforms

3

3

4.6

8.6

2.1

11

10

11.3

75.0

1.0

Electronic payments

5

3

6.2

11.5

1.3

Other digital solutions

21

19

3.7

11.7

1.0

Total

26

22

4.2

11.7

1.0

Internet retailers

13

9

11.9

107.0

1.0

5

5

4.8

9.2

1.6

Total

18

14

9.9

107.0

1.0

Digital media

22

20

11.9

74.5

1.2

7

5

4.5

15.8

1.4

Other e-commerce

Games
Info and data

16

15

3.7

12.2

1.1

Total

45

40

7.8

74.5

1.1

100

86

7.6

107.0

1.0

21

19

19.5

85.3

4.6

Devices and components

52

50

31.4

215.6

5.0

Total

73

69

28.0

215.6

4.6

27

27

31.3

146.8

5.1

100

96

28.9

215.6

4.6

Total
Software and services
IT

ICT
MNEs

Telecom
Total

Avg

3

Total

Reported information on
foreign business (at least
one between foreign sales
and foreign assets)

Sales, 2015, $ billion

# MNEs
with full info

Search engines

# MNEs

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.
Note: MNEs for which there is complete information include the subset of the top 100 digital and 100 ICT MNEs that report information on foreign assets and on foreign
sales or operating revenues in their financial accounts.
Source: ©UNCTAD.
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Figure IV.4.

The architecture of the digital economy

Digitalization of
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E-commerce

Digital content

• Internet retailers
• Other e-commerce/travel

• Media/entertainment
• Info/data providers

Digital MNEs,
performing activities
based on or strictly
linked to the internet
Purely digital

Internet platforms
Digital solutions
• Electronic/digital payments
• Other digital solutions/cloud

• Search engines
• Social networks
• Other platforms/sharing economy

IT (hardware and software)
Telecom

Mixed

ICT MNEs, providing the
enabling infrastructure
supporting the internet

Source: ©UNCTAD.

neighbouring areas of the digital world. Examples include top digital companies such as
Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, Alphabet and Amazon that have become leaders in multiple
digital products and services.
The largest firms in each category are not all truly global, however. Some large corporations,
such as Baidu and NetEase, are highly concentrated in one market and have a comparatively
small foreign presence. These companies fall out of the scope of this study, which focuses
specifically on MNEs and their “transnationality”.
A conceptual matrix positioning MNEs on the basis of their “internet intensity”, both in terms
of products and operations and in terms of commercialization and sale of their products,
provides another useful way to compare digital MNEs with ICT and other MNEs (figure IV.6).
At the top end of the matrix are the purely digital MNEs, the group of internet platforms
and providers of digital solutions, for which both operations and sales are digital. At the
lower end of the matrix is the heterogeneous group of non-ICT, non-digital firms, some of
which are gradually moving towards digital adoption in operations and sales, as confirmed
for example by the growing importance of e-commerce in traditional business. For each
category, the figure reports the annual growth rate of the aggregate operating revenues
in the last five years (the median growth rate produces similar results, confirming that the
trend applies across the sample). The growth pattern revealed by the matrix highlights the
rapid expansion of digital MNEs and the role of the internet as a growth engine.
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3

4

Worldpay

Yahoo Japan

5

Nielsen Alliance Data
Systems

Electronic Arts Activision Blizzard

Expedia

10

JD.com

Oracle

21st Century Fox Time Warner

Alibaba

Baidu

PayPal

VMWare Salesforce

Amadeus IT

Red Hat Groupon

IAC/Interactive NetEase

2

HP Enterprise

50

Verizon

Hon Hai Precision

100

Samsung

200

Follower, mostly domestic (out of scope)

China Mobile

Follower, global

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.
Note: The mapping and corresponding ranking of the companies is based on the most recent annual operating revenues, as available at the time of the data collection (between December 2016 and February 2017)
from standard financial reporting. For the majority of companies, the closing date of the latest reported financials is 31 December 2015.
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24%
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Figure IV.6.

The internet intensity matrix and the growth of digital MNEs

18%
Internet only

Internet platforms
9%

5%

2%

Digital solutions

Digital content

Production/Operations

IT

19%

E-commerce

Telecom
Other
-2%
-2%

Commercialization/Sales

No internet

Internet only

XX

Operating revenues CAGR 2010–2015

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.
Note: Positioning in the internet intensity matrix is indicative and based on a qualitative assessment. The categories “Internet platforms”,
“Digital solutions”, “E-commerce” and “Digital content” include 92 companies (of which 10 internet platforms, 14 e-commerce,
23 digital solutions and 45 digital content) from UNCTAD’s ranking of the top 100 digital MNEs. The categories “IT” and “Telecom”
include 92 companies (of which 66 IT and 26 telecom) from UNCTAD’s ranking of top 100 ICT MNEs. The category “Other” includes
80 companies operating in non-ICT industries from UNCTAD’s overall list of the top 100 MNEs.

b. The role of foreign assets
UNCTAD used its three databases – top 100 MNEs, top 100 digital MNEs and top 100 ICT
MNEs – to analyze how digitalization affects foreign assets and international footprint. The
evidence in figure IV.1 shows that tech megacorporations are reaching significant scale in
terms of foreign assets. Yet the share of foreign assets to total assets is quite limited and,
more important, it is small relative to their foreign business as measured by share of foreign
sales (figure IV.7). As a consequence, the international profile of tech MNEs is highly skewed
towards foreign sales over foreign assets, resulting in a higher ratio between the share of
foreign sales and the share of foreign assets (a foreign assets lightness ratio); in contrast,
for traditional MNEs the two components have equal weight. Finally, the ratio is lowest for
telecom MNEs, reflecting the asset-heavy nature of the industry.
Operating and delivery models relying on high levels of digitalization tend to result in lighter
international footprints. Extending the internationalization analysis from the subset of tech
and telecom MNEs in the top 100 MNEs to the two new lists of the top 100 digital MNEs and
the top 100 ICT MNEs confirms the impact of the internet on internationalization patterns.
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Figure IV.7.

Average shares of foreign assets and foreign sales in the top 100 MNEs, 2015
Tech MNEs

Share of
foreign assets

Telecom MNEs

41%

66%

1.8

Share of
foreign sales

Other MNEs

73%

65%

0.9

57%

1.0

64%

Ratio, share of foreign sales/share of foreign assets
Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.
Note: The reference sample for the analysis is UNCTAD’s overall ranking of the top 100 MNEs for 2015, including 10 tech, 9 telecom and 81 other MNEs. More details on the
calculation of foreign assets and sales, their shares of the total and the related foreign asset lightness ratio are discussed in the annex to this chapter.

As illustrated in figure IV.8, delivery and operating models characterized by higher internet
intensity produce a higher foreign asset lightness ratio. In other words, the more MNEs rely
on the internet, the better they can leverage their foreign assets, obtaining a higher share
of foreign sales with relatively limited foreign assets. This pattern is not driven by a few
large companies but applies across the board: the results are consistent when replacing
categories’ weighted averages with median values.
The foreign asset configuration of digital MNEs reflects the different degrees of exposure to,
and usage of, internet and digital technologies.
•

Purely digital MNEs, including internet platforms and providers of digital solutions,
show the highest gap between (low) foreign assets and (high) foreign sales. These are
companies that operate almost entirely in a virtual environment, characterized by limited
physical ties with their markets. Tangible foreign assets in foreign markets are often
limited to corporate offices and data centre hubs.

•

Digital MNEs with mixed models, including providers of digital content and e-commerce,
also exhibit a lighter foreign asset footprint than traditional MNEs, but the gap is
significantly reduced. Both groups combine a digital core business with a physical
component instrumental to the delivery of their value proposition.
Internet retailers consist mainly of e-commerce multinationals, such as Amazon or
Rakuten, whose marketing and commercial activities are online, but whose delivery
activities require logistic assets and operations.
Digital content providers include large media companies, such as 21st Century Fox
and Sky. These companies operate in an inherently digital environment with digital
products and digital technologies. However, they still reach their mass customer
base in traditional ways, for example, through cable or satellite television. With
some notable exceptions such as Netflix, their online distribution segment, although
growing rapidly, is still smaller than their traditional distribution segments.

MNE business models more suited to online operations and delivery, such as online travel
agencies (in the e-commerce category), and information and data providers (in the digital
content category), are characterized by a lighter foreign asset footprint.
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The group of ICT MNEs is highly polarized between IT MNEs (hardware and software) and
telecom MNEs.
•

IT MNEs exhibit a light foreign asset footprint overall, with a ratio between the share of
foreign sales and the share of foreign assets almost equivalent to that of purely digital
players. However, this group is quite heterogeneous, and reasons other than digitalization
may contribute to a light foreign asset configuration. The leading IT companies, such as
Apple and Samsung, and the leading software companies, such as Microsoft and Oracle,
have strong digital footprints. Conversely, smaller and specialized IT manufacturers have
more limited digital exposure. Several of these MNEs are suppliers of IT components
from East and South-East Asia. These companies tend to locate their production facilities
at home, where production costs are lower, and then to export. This clearly contributes to
a high ratio between the share of foreign sales and the share of foreign assets.

•

Telecom MNEs, as already observed in the context of the UNCTAD top 100 MNEs
(figure IV.7), exhibit a high share of foreign assets relative to foreign sales. They tend to
establish a heavy, tangible presence in the foreign countries where they operate. This
is intrinsic to their business and operating model, which requires telecommunication
infrastructure to achieve capillary coverage.

Figure IV.8.

The internet intensity matrix and the foreign sales/assets ratio

Software and services: 1.4
Devices and components: 1.9

Internet only

Digital media: 1.1
Games: 1.1
Info and data: 1.3

Internet platforms

1.8

1.1
Digital solutions

Digital content

Production/Operations

IT

2.6

E-commerce

1.9

1.1

Search engines: 2.6
Social networks: 2.4
Other platforms: 3.7

Electronic payments: 2.9
Other digital solutions: 1.7

Internet retailers: 0.9
Other e-commerce: 2.4

0.9
1.0
Telecom
Other

Ratio, share of foreign sales/
share of foreign assets

XX

Commercialization/Sales

No internet

Internet only

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.
Note: Positioning on the internet matrix is indicative and based on a qualitative assessment. The categories “Internet platforms”, “Digital
solutions”, “E-commerce” and “Digital content” include 86 companies (of which 10 internet platforms, 22 digital solutions, 14
e-commerce and 40 digital content) from UNCTAD’s ranking of the top 100 digital MNEs. The categories “IT” and “Telecom” include
96 companies (of which 69 IT and 27 telecom) from UNCTAD’s ranking of the top 100 ICT MNEs. The category “Other” includes
81 companies operating in non-ICT industries, from UNCTAD’s overall list of the top 100 MNEs. More details on the calculation of
foreign assets and sales, their shares of the total and the related foreign asset lightness ratio are discussed in the annex to this
chapter.
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The international asset footprint of non-digital MNEs (“Other” in figure IV.8) exhibits
significant variability across industries (figure IV.9). The sectoral pattern of foreign assets
and foreign sales remains substantially stable over time, with tech MNEs showing the
highest foreign asset lightness ratios in both 2010 and 2015. They are followed by MNEs
in automotive and aircraft, a highly technological industrial sector, that typically resorts to
contract manufacturing for more asset- and labour-intensive operations. At the lower end
of the ranking are industries that rely either on local infrastructure (telecommunication and
utilities) or on natural resources (mining and petroleum refining).
Digitalization tends to break the operational nexus between foreign sales and foreign assets.
As discussed earlier, internet platforms present a low share of foreign assets relative to
foreign sales. None of these MNEs exhibit a share of foreign assets above 40 per cent, and
most do not exceed 20 per cent; on average, their share of foreign sales is more than 2.5
times the share of foreign assets. Not only do highly digital MNEs tend to realize more foreign
sales with fewer foreign assets, but there is little correlation between the two, suggesting
that commercial presence in foreign markets has no apparent bearing on international
investment choices (figure IV.10). Conversely, for MNEs in telecom and in digital content,
which have relatively heavier foreign asset footprints, the share of foreign sales correlates
highly with the share of foreign assets. This suggests that physical presence in a foreign
market is a critical condition for sales.

Figure IV.9.

Share of foreign assets and sales by industry, top 100 MNEs, 2010 and 2015
2010
# MNEs

2015
Share of
foreign assets

Share of
foreign sales

Ratio, share of
foreign sales/share
of foreign assets

# MNEs

Share of
foreign assets

Share of
foreign sales

Ratio, share of
foreign sales/share
of foreign assets

Tech

4

51%

71%

1.4

10

Automotive
and aircraft

14

53%

68%

1.3

14

Other manufacturing

13

67%

75%

1.1

9

Chemicals and
pharmaceuticals

12

59%

69%

1.2

14

Food, beverages
and tobacco

8

1.0

9

Primary

9

68%

1.0

11

Utilities

12

61%

55%

0.9

8

Telecom

6

76%

65%

0.9

9

66%

57%

0.9

Petroleum refining
and related industries

9

69%

63%

0.9

8

73%

60%

0.8

Others

13

0.9

8

64%

Total

100

1.0

100

62%

81%

47%

62%

82%
68%

43%

64%

41%
53%
62%
64%

73%

1.8

71%

1.3

71%

1.1

68%

1.1

87%

90%
76%
55%

68%
47%

38%

64%

1.0
0.9
0.9

0.6

1.0

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.
Note: “Other manufacturing” includes among others machinery and electric equipment; “Others” is a residual category including some large conglomerates that operate in
many industries (e.g. Marubeni and Mitsubishi). Details on the calculation of foreign assets and sales, their shares of the total and the related foreign asset lightness ratio
are discussed in the annex to this chapter.
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Correlation between the share of foreign sales and the share of foreign assets,
by category (Per cent)

Figure IV.10.
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Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Orbis BvD and Thomson ONE.

c. Foreign earnings
Despite their limited tangible assets, foreign affiliates of tech and digital MNEs retain a
sizeable part of their foreign earnings overseas, typically in the form of cash and cash
equivalents. This practice has been in the spotlight recently because of its tax implications.4
Tech and digital MNEs are on average highly profitable and maintain large cash reserves
for investment (see also figure IV.3). A significant part of this cash consists of unremitted
foreign earnings, retained abroad for tax optimization purposes. Tech megacorporations
from the United States in UNCTAD’s 2015 ranking of the top 100 MNEs kept 62 per cent
of their total foreign earnings unremitted, a share almost three times higher than that of
other United States MNEs (figure IV.11). Furthermore, total foreign earnings retained abroad
by tech MNEs from the United States are growing faster, at an average annual rate of
28 per cent between 2010 and 2015, against 8 per cent for other MNEs. As a result, tech
megacorporations each retained about $75 billion abroad on average in 2015, against
$45 billion for other MNEs.
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Figure IV.11.

Unremitted foreign earnings of United States MNEs in UNCTAD’s top 100 MNEs
2015

Trend in unremitted foreign earnings, 2010–2015
$ billion

CAGR

28%

Tech MNEs
168
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221

325

Share of total
foreign earnings

Ratio to foreign
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Effective
tax rate

385

62%

x6
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23%

x1

27%

110

8%

Other MNEs

281

2010

322

2011

355

2012

369

2013

398

2014

411

2015

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database and company reports.
Note: The analysis includes the United States MNEs in UNCTAD’s 2015 ranking of top 100 that report the relevant information in their financial accounts (for the historical
analysis: 14 MNEs of which 5 tech and 9 other MNEs; for the analysis at 2015: 17 MNEs of which 5 tech and 12 other MNEs).

The fact that unremitted foreign earnings are equivalent to about six times the estimated
value of foreign tangible assets suggests that these resources are only in small part used
to finance foreign productive capacity. The main objective is rather to minimize the tax
burden by (indefinitely) deferring the payment of the tax adjustment upon repatriation of
foreign earnings to the United States. Accordingly, tech MNEs incurred an average effective
tax rate of 19 per cent in 2015 – significantly lower than the tax rate paid by other United
States MNEs. These patterns are likely to apply to digital MNEs as well, given the common
characteristics they share with tech MNEs. It should be noted that the phenomenon of
high retained foreign earnings is strictly linked to the United States territorial tax system
and could be less relevant for MNEs from other countries. Changes in the United States
corporate tax system currently under discussion may significantly affect overseas retained
earnings of tech and digital MNEs.

d. A concentrated geography
Most digital MNEs are from developed countries, in particular the United States. The share
of digital MNEs based in the United States is high, at almost two thirds. Their predominance,
coupled with their tendency to retain most tangible assets at home, results in a geographic
distribution of subsidiaries that is highly skewed towards domestic companies based in
the United States. Only about 50 per cent of the subsidiaries of digital MNEs are foreign
affiliates, compared with almost 80 per cent for other MNEs. Also, about 40 per cent of the
subsidiaries of digital MNEs are based in the United States, almost twice the share for other
MNEs (table IV.1). As a result, the growth of digital economy MNEs could reverse the trend
in outward FDI observed in the last decade towards “democratization” (with developing
economies increasingly becoming important outward investors) back towards concentration
in a few large home countries.
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Table IV.1.

Ownership structure of MNEs
Parent companies
United States

Number Number

Subsidiaries

Other countries

Share

Number

Share

Domestic
Number Number

Foreign

United States

Other countries

Share

Number

Share

Number

Share

Number

Share

Digital MNEs

100

63

63%

37

37%

22,742

10,199

45%

12,543

55%

8,968

39%

13,774

61%

ICT MNEs

100

21

21%

79

79%

27,950

6,522

23%

21,428

77%

7,463

27%

20,487

73%

81

15

19%

66

81%

57,002

12,353

22%

44,649

78%

11,834

21%

45,168

79%

Other MNEs

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database and ownership information from Orbis BvD.
Note: “Digital MNEs” and “ICT MNEs” are from UNCTAD’s top 100 digital and ICT MNE databases, compiled for this report; “Other MNEs” are companies operating in non-ICT
industries from UNCTAD’s general 2015 ranking of the top 100 MNEs. To qualify as a subsidiary, minimal ownership by parents is set at 50 per cent.

The empirical analysis highlights three key trends in the mode of internationalization of
digital and tech MNEs:
•

Limited international asset footprint (figure IV.7 to figure IV.10)

•

Large cash reserves kept overseas (figure IV.11)

•

Concentration of productive investment in a few developed economies, especially the
United States (table IV.1)

These trends describe an entirely new multinational business model and have the potential
to radically transform the international operations of many MNEs. At the same time, this
process of digital disruption is still limited to digital and tech MNEs, or MNEs with strong
links to the digital economy, whether as providers or enablers. For other MNEs, traditional
business models are resilient.
However, the penetration of leading digital MNEs into large portions of the real economy
outside typical digital markets will give some impulse to the digitalization of broader
economic activities. The fast growth of online sales channels within traditional industries
shows that companies are already moving towards the digitalization of commercial activities.
The digitalization of production is proving more challenging, but is advancing as well. The
next section examines possible digital-adoption scenarios in more detail.

3. T he digitalization of MNEs across
industries: gradual transformation
The digital economy is not limited to the ICT sector and to digital firms. Arguably the
biggest economic impact comes from the digitalization of processes and supply chains
across all sectors of the global economy. Digitalization can affect any process in the supply
chain, including procurement, production, coordination across networks of operating units,
outbound logistics and customer relations. The international production profiles seen in
digital firms could be a harbinger of the future for many industries. They may represent the
extreme end of a transformation process that could affect all MNEs, to varying degrees.
To date, the impact of digitalization on the international footprint (foreign assets and sales)
of non-digital MNEs is limited, but a trend towards more asset-light forms of international
production and alternative modes of governance has begun to emerge.
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Figure IV.12.

Evolution of the share of foreign sales and the share of foreign assets for UNCTAD’s
top 100 MNEs, 2006–2015 (Indexed, 2006 = 100)
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Source: ©UNCTAD, based on UNCTAD’s FDI/MNE database, company reports and data from Thomson ONE.
Note: The transnationality index (TNI) in the figure is the arithmetic mean between the share of foreign sales and the share of foreign assets.

To date, the adoption of digital technologies in non-ICT MNEs is not yet visible in international
production patterns in the way it is for ICT and digital MNEs, as described in the previous
sections. Overall, internationalization, or the foreign share in MNEs’ assets and sales, has
been increasing (figure IV.12). However, the relative contributions of foreign sales and assets
have not substantially changed over the last 10 years, with the share of foreign sales roughly
aligned to the share of foreign assets. On average, in 2015 the largest MNEs generate
64 per cent of their sales abroad, with 62 per cent of their assets overseas.

a. Digitalization along the supply chain
Although digital adoption has so far not affected international production statistics, anecdotal
evidence confirms it has the potential to transform the way companies across different
industries run their internal operations, interact with customers and suppliers, and govern
their international supply chains (see box IV.3). Many MNEs are centralizing global functions
and back-office operations, while cloud computing is used to share resources within MNE
networks and facilitate new forms of pooling arrangements. In human resources, for example,
Singapore-based Flextronics migrated its fragmented human resources systems for 200,000
workers in 25 countries into one global platform. The Four Seasons hotel chain (Canada),
which has 42,000 employees worldwide, moved to a globally scaled, cloud-based human
resources system (McKinsey Global Institute, 2016).
In supply chains, digital tools can coordinate a multitude of vendors around the globe with
greater efficiency, opening up new possibilities for procurement. Companies such as Cisco
and Procter & Gamble have built “control towers” that offer real-time visibility across complex
global supply chains. These hubs bring together information from sensors, actuators, radio
frequency identification tags, GPS tracking and other tools into dynamic models that help
managers evaluate alternatives instantly when risks or bottlenecks arise (McKinsey Global
Institute, 2016).
Rather than a single technology, it is the convergence of multiple technologies that, in combi
nation, enables firms to adopt new ways of doing business. The change agents are often not
incumbent firms in each industry but instead new entrants providing new digital technologies,
suppliers who embrace digital opportunities to move up the value chain, and even customers
who are not just on the receiving end of a product or service but are actively co-creating it.
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Companies digitalize aspects of their supply chain in response to industry-specific challenges
and drivers. They may, as for example in the pharmaceutical sector, have a pressing need to
address inventory management challenges. They may also rely on digitalization to address
quality, ensuring that their products are of a consistently high standard and their provenance
traceable. Or they may adopt a digital approach in order to maintain or regain competitive
advantage through improved customer service or to reduce their environmental impact.
The speed of digitalization in individual MNEs is driven by various factors. Developing an
end-to-end digital supply chain involves a major transformation, organization-wide disruption
and significant levels of investment. This is particularly the case for large global MNEs with a
history of mergers and acquisitions and an array of legacy systems to integrate. The speed
of adoption often also depends on digital awareness and skills at senior management levels
in firms.
At the sector and industry levels, the urgency and speed of adoption depends on industry
characteristics and competition. In some sectors, the digitalization of products and services
themselves is changing the nature of supply and consumption. For instance, streaming of
media and entertainment products as well as online purchasing of financial services are now
widespread.
Technologies enabling the sharing economy are also affecting services industries. These
business models, based on facility or product access rather than ownership, can be replicated
beyond consumer transport and hotels (such as Uber and Airbnb) in any services sector
where underutilized, time-limited capacity can be sold through digital platforms. Although
many supply-side actors are small businesses, the owners of these digital platforms have
quickly become dominant sector players. Employment rights, service quality and investment
demands imposed by digital platform operators on small providers have become a major
concern for regulators (and increasingly for consumers).
In traditional manufacturing industries, the impact of digitalization has also been significant.
Within fast-moving consumer goods, the connection to individual consumers through
e-commerce transactions offers retailers and manufacturers alike opportunities to capture
product and delivery preferences.
In engineering industries, the Rolls-Royce “power-by-the-hour” business model (in which
revenues from product use, service and repair exceed those of the initial sale of the primary
asset) is now the norm. The ability to track engine performance in near real time is enabled
by advances in sensors that provide data back to a central control room to manage service
requirements. Manufacturers of the latest engines are also now deploying digital 3D printing
technologies to deliver enhanced functionality and lightweight structures, demonstrating
that 3D printing is utilized not only in decentralized manufacturing of small components,
where production takes place close to the end user, but also in centralized, large-scale
manufacturing as a competitive mainstream production technology.
In the health care sector, new digitally enabled production technologies such as continuous
processing with advanced process analytics are providing alternatives to the centralized
production of large batches that is still prevalent in pharmaceuticals. These technologies
promise more flexible volume and variant production in the supply of medicines to better
target niche patient populations. Smart packaging also provides the ability, through printed
electronics and embedded sensors, to authenticate, track and ensure environmental
compliance, providing patients with assurances of the provenance and quality of the
medicines they receive. Digitally enabled packs, medical devices and wearables enable the
monitoring of both adherence to, and the effectiveness of, treatment regimes.
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Box IV.3.

Adoption of digital technologies in global supply chains

The introduction of digital technologies in manufacturing supply chains is leading to digital transformations in 10 areas, from inbound
logistics and supplier management, to internal processes and governance of end-to-end supply chains, to customer relationship
management (box figure IV.3.1).

Box figure IV.3.1.

Digital transformations in manufacturing supply chains

2. Digital
factory design

3. Real-time factory
scheduling

4. Flexible factory
automation

5. Digital production
processes

Internal
Outbound

Inbound

1. Automated
e-sourcing

Suppliers

Prime

Customers

6. E-commerce
fulfilment

End-to-end

7. Extended supply chain
(near) real-time monitoring

8. Digital
product quality

9. Digital supply
network design

10. Product lifecycle
management

Source: ©J.S. Srai, University of Cambridge.

1. Automated e-sourcing: Electronic data interchange and automated call-off are well-established forms of digitized sourcing.
Companies are seeking not only to extend their use beyond direct suppliers but also to include proactive warning systems.
Increasingly, the sourcing bottlenecks or the materials vulnerable to supply disruption are farther back in the supply chain, and
digital systems can provide enhanced visibility.
2. Digital factory design: 3D modelling systems for factory design are becoming more sophisticated. Coupled with the advent of
flexible manufacturing systems and data connectivity, they provide the stimulus for a new paradigm in factory layout design, and
process and material flows.
3. Real-time factory scheduling: Digital business process re-engineering is leading to greater productivity, improved delivery
performance and higher responsiveness to change through sensor- and smart device-enabled management and joined-up
enterprise resource planning, manufacturing execution and cloud systems.
4. Flexible factory automation: Ever cheaper technology, collaborative robotics and machine learning are driving a new era of factory
automation, enabling flexible reconfiguration and leading to lower cost for variety and greater customization, as well as potential
labour savings.
5. Digital production processes: The shift towards replacing “subtractive” manufacturing processes (such as machining) with “additive”
processes (such as laser sintering and digital printing) also enables new product designs and enhanced customization. These
techniques could bring about the reconfiguration of entire industry supply chains.
6. E-commerce fulfilment: E-commerce is extended to web-based order management, including personalized configuration, omnichannel access and last-mile delivery. New business models are emerging that are based on customer-connected supply chains –
constantly monitoring product usage and experience, and tailoring the offering. Sectors as diverse as construction vehicles (B2B)
and consumer goods (B2C) are leading the way.

/...
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Box IV.3.

Adoption of digital technologies in global supply chains (concluded)

7. Extended supply-chain monitoring: Whereas transformation 4 focuses on flexible factory scheduling, a broader transformation
relates to the complete, end-to-end supply chain, using predictive analytics and real-time risk management, enabled by sensors
and track-and-trace processes to create visualization “watch towers”, optimize integration, predict disruptions and support dynamic
decision-making.
8. Digital product quality: Total quality management in the digital context involves end-to-end transparency, real-time analytics and
proactive resolution driven by customer connectivity. A series of “traceability islands” are connected back from customers, across
internal operation networks, through to suppliers, leading to faster problem resolution and prevention, and compliance verification.
9. Digital supply-network design: Transformation 2 focuses on digital factory design, but a higher-level transformation relates to the
entire supply network. This involves digital network design, modelling and visualization tools based on drivers of costs, risks and
resource access. It can lead to new network design principles and changes in supply collaboration, site location, capacity, inventory
and customer response.
10. Product life-cycle management: Next-generation systems for managing product life cycles can provide accurate, up-to-date
product information accessible throughout the value chain. This enables enhanced cross-organizational involvement in design,
collaborative innovation, design for manufacture or procurement, and quicker time to market.
Source: J.S. Srai, Centre for International Manufacturing, University of Cambridge.

b. Impact on international production
The adoption of digital technologies by non-ICT MNEs can have significant implications for
their international operations, potentially affecting all stages of the value chain (figure IV.13):
•

Upstream in the value chain, in inbound processes and supplier interactions, e-auctions
can have multiple effects. They can bring in new suppliers and have a democratizing
effect, allowing new entrants to participate in cross-border supply chains. Conversely, if
purchasing platforms are complex or require qualifying capabilities that are challenging
or are closed by design, they can also drive exclusivity and favour established partners.
In non-commodity supply chains, digitalization can promote greater levels of supplier
integration in terms of inventory control and new product development.

•

In internal production processes, greater automation drives higher capital intensity
and favours high-skilled, high-value jobs. Advanced manufacturing technologies that
enhance replication and scale flexibility could also drive more distributed manufacturing
models with significant local value added in host countries but sophisticated centralized
coordination.

•

Downstream, digitalization offers opportunities for disintermediation, with component
and final-product manufacturers no longer constrained by retailers and wholesalers but
accessing new channels to the end customer. MNE partnerships may change, with a
shift from traditional distribution partners to new services partnerships and non-equity
modes.

•

Across the end-to-end supply chain, continuous reconfiguration of optimum site locations
and sourcing options is being supported by more dynamic network design tools and
improved forecasting driven by market data. This can lead to an increase in “footloose”
behaviour of MNEs and higher fluctuations in production levels in affiliates or in the
supplier base. Data across the supply chain will become increasingly valuable, with data
ownership and free flow of data increasingly important as investment determinants.

Digital transformation in global supply chains pushes international production in conflicting
directions, in terms of where and how MNEs invest. More capital-intensive production tends
to result in fewer large production sites, often in locations with highly skilled, advancedeconomy capabilities; yet distributed manufacturing options support larger numbers of
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New entry modes into GVCs and
international production networks

Closeness to (B2B) clients, suppliers
following clients abroad

Democratizing vs. exclusive effects on
suppliers

Source: ©UNCTAD; see also box IV.3 on the adoption of digital technologies in global supply chains.

International
production
implications

Industries
where prevalent

Consumer electronics where component
complexity requires automated sourcing

Discrete assembly industries (e.g.
automotive, aerospace, maritime)

Collaborative product or
production-process design

Supplier- or vendor-managed inventory

E-auctions, with open or closed systems

Upstream/
supplier relations

Increased competition – new entrants
challenge established players

Openness of data flows and
ownership becomes an investment
determinant

Increased compliance requirements
for suppliers and users

Servitization and outcome-based
contracting, "Intel inside" component
models for value capture

New forms of controlled offshoring and
outsourcing; non-equity partnerships
Enhanced technological requirements of
MNEs, partners and suppliers

Frequent reconfiguring of production
locations, driving MNE footloose
behaviours

Enterprise data system providers (e.g.
"watch towers")

Through-life product servicing (e.g.
aerospace), intelligent white goods
(e.g. "smart" refrigerators)

Regulated industries requiring
conformance (e.g. pharmaceuticals,
food)

Use of new data management
providers and system integrators

Big-data-driven predictive supply
chains

Transparency and traceability and
provenance of goods with digital
quality and compliance systems

Low

Disintermediated modes redistribute
value added of local partners in host
countries

E-commerce B2C firms, retailers,
fast-moving consumer goods with
last-mile distribution, health care
solutions

Sharing economy (e.g. Airbnb, Uber)

Media, financial services (e.g. insurance)

Mass connectivity between customers
and suppliers
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End-to-end processes
and governance

Level of maturity

High-value jobs, net employment
reduction, improved productivity –
capital intensity

For continuous flow: batch process
industries seeking volume flexibility

For 3D printing products:
inventory-heavy industries depending
on small-scale items and spares

Production-asset-intense industries
benefiting from automation to support
volume and variant flexibility

Advanced digitally enabled
manufacturing technologies (e.g.
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Digitally enabled product customization

Disintermediation in product delivery
and distribution models; monitoring of
product use by end user

Digitally enabled automation of factory
operations
Digital twins enabling replication, with
production closer to point of
consumption

Downstream/
customer relations

Internal production
processes

Digital transformations and impact on international production

Digital
transformations

Figure IV.13.

small-scale production locations. As for how and with whom MNEs partner, e-auctions lead
to broader supplier relationships, and disintermediation to looser distribution partnerships,
but complex co-design encourages closer and more exclusive supplier partnerships, and
e-commerce fulfilment can lead to new customer service partnerships.
These opposing effects in the nature and direction of investment and partnerships, which
are not mutually exclusive, in turn influence the impact of international production in host
economies, following several possible scenarios (table IV.2).
(i) Distributed production: implications for international production
Distributed production is characterized by higher levels of customization, localized close to
the point of consumption but with elements of centralized control, and supported by new
production technologies such as 3D printing, which enables factory replication (digital twins)
to ensure consistent product quality. It can also involve end-user participation in product
design and production (see Srai et al., 2016, and Srai, Harrington and Tiwari, 2016).
For example, digitalization in the pharmaceutical sector will lead to more distributed
production. The industry is currently characterized by predominantly large-batch,
centralized manufacturing. This has led to a slow, inventory-heavy operating model that is
increasingly regarded as inflexible and unsustainable. New markets and the rapidly evolving
pharmaceutical and biotechnology landscape are driving greater product variety, shorter
product life cycles and smaller drug volumes, exacerbating the accelerating unsustainability
of the traditional production model. Future pharmaceutical supply chains will involve new
production models that manufacture drugs to order and closer to the point of consumption.
This scenario requires more widely distributed microfactories rather than the traditional
centralized model. Final product or pack finishing may also take place at the local clinic or
pharmacy to meet a patient’s individual medical needs.

Table IV.2.

Illustrative digital adoption scenarios and implications for international production

Scenario

Distributed
production

Descriptive elements
Descriptive elements
• Localized manufacturing closer to the point
of consumption
• Factory replication (digital twins) under
centralized control
• Product servitization (power-by-the-hour models)

Accelerated
servicification

Extended
disintermediation

Flexible
production

• Increased use of contract manufacturing and
outsourcing of ancillary operations across more
industries

Possible international production implications
Possible international production implications
Patterns of investment and modes of governance:
• More, smaller production locations, rather than
few, large locations
• Sophisticated centralized coordination
and quality control
Types of investment:
• More investment in services
• More non-equity modes of production

• Direct delivery of products and services
to end users

Investment impact:
• Increased value capture by MNEs

• Branded manufacturers reaching out
to end users; “Intel inside” model

• Fewer local distribution partnerships, new
service partnership opportunities

• Automation to support
Customization (increased product variety)
Production to order (volume flexibility)

Investor behaviour:
• More fluctuations in output and use of labour
• More footloose production

Source: ©UNCTAD.
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Although digitally enabled distributed production is still in its infancy, it is taking shape in
many industries. One manifestation is the emergence of “makerspaces”, or communitybased centres of production. Although many of the early examples of makerspaces were
largely educational, often closely related to universities and technology centres, some have
now evolved into commercially viable centres of early-stage prototyping and manufacturing.
Gearbox (Kenya) is an example of a makerspace facility where 3D printing and other
advanced manufacturing technologies are being used to develop local skills and to support
prototype manufacturing and small-scale production.
(ii) Accelerated servicification: implications for international production
The servicification of manufacturing – the rise of services in the global economy – is a
long‑standing trend. It takes different forms, each of which is being accelerated by
digitalization.
First, the fragmentation of value chains into separate “tasks” has brought to the surface
many services activities that were previously “hidden” in manufacturing. Services can be
incorporated as separate business entities or outsourced to external service providers.
Digitalization is enabling the separation from the value chain and outsourcing of services
activities beyond the administrative support and ancillary tasks that were already widely
contracted out. Technical services, for example, are outsourced more and more often for
specialist diagnostics, monitoring of equipment and quality testing.
Second, the outsourcing of production to contractors has led to manufacturing tasks
being carried out as a service on a commission basis. The emergence of global contract
manufacturing organizations (CMOs) has been accelerated by digital technologies: lower
transaction costs through improved international communication capabilities between
independent organizations has been vital. Beyond enhanced day-to-day operations
that support inventory-light control mechanisms (such as vendor-managed inventory),
digital technologies have also enabled improved product design and specification. As
a result, outsourcing has become increasingly competitive, with firms focusing on core
competencies and outsourcing ancillary activities. On both the supplier and distribution
ends of manufacturing supply chains, crowdsourcing platforms allow new partners to enter
the supply chain.
Third, many manufacturers of engineering equipment or capital goods have adopted
business models that add services to their sales, as in the “power-by-the-hour” model for
aircraft engines, where most revenues come from maintenance rather than direct asset
sales. Digitalization is central to this servitization process, with data on usage allowing for
“air miles”, as well as the condition of the engine, to be monitored using sensors and wireless
communications to assess maintenance and servicing requirements. In terms of geographic
dispersion, the service model promotes centralized control of asset management, with local
intervention on servicing. The model has become widely prevalent in engineering industries
and is being rolled out across other industries, as in Xerox’s “pay-per-page” system for
photocopiers. In addition, physical goods are increasingly incorporating digital services
content through apps or geolocation devices (e.g. in shipping containers), giving a further
boost to servitization.
(iii) Extended disintermediation: implications for international production
The role of digitalization in downstream supply-chain disintermediation is perhaps most
obvious with the ability to bypass wholesalers and distributors to move directly to final
delivery. Effective demand capture can enable more direct delivery. For physical goods, this
generally involves shorter supply chains. In the case of non-physical goods, such as media
streaming or financial services, intermediaries are bypassed altogether. As such, the value
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added of MNEs’ distribution partners in overseas markets is under pressure. At the same
time, e-commerce delivery requires sophisticated distribution models, which challenges
manufacturers and retailers alike by allowing the emergence of new entrants managing the
last-mile delivery. Also, the disintermediation of distribution is resulting in the emergence of
new services partnerships.
But disintermediation in the supply chain can extend to branded goods manufacturers. The
digitalization of product design and equipment specifications enables component suppliers
to engage directly with end users to ensure that they require the inclusion of their product
into final goods. Here, the disintermediation is in the specification of products, rather than
in the distribution: an original equipment manufacturer no longer selects a component;
instead, this choice becomes an end-user requirement fostered by component suppliers.
Often, this shift involves component providers from developed countries supplying branded
high-end parts into final assemblies, lowering the final assembly value added. Although
this phenomenon is not new, as illustrated by the “Intel inside” example in computers and
automotive firms specifying componentry to module manufacturers, it is now increasingly
prevalent in more sectors, enabled by digital technologies.
For example, in consumer home appliances, Strix heating-control elements are required
componentry in most kettles manufactured globally, with production largely undertaken
by CMOs on behalf of brand owners. Digitalization facilitates communication with users,
specification control, production quality control and final-product quality and safety.
Local suppliers to CMOs, often in developing countries and offering inferior quality, are
sidelined. Similarly, in shipping, vessel designers engage with fleet operators who require
the use of specialized equipment and components, for example, Brunvoll thrusters. Again,
disintermediation is enabled by digitalization, which allows specification control and fleet
operator engagement.
(iv) Flexible production: implications for international production
Digitalization continues to promote further automation in production, driven by expectations
of significant productivity gains. Investment in automation and robotics pushes fixed capital
costs for production higher. The business case for investment therefore requires scale,
which, unlike the scenarios just described, could result in more centralization and highvolume manufacturing.
At the same time, highly automated and digitally enabled production can also support greater
product variety and customization. Furthermore, production lines that are more flexible in
terms of product allocations and manufacturing of multiple products allow more volume
flexibility to meet seasonal or demand fluctuations. This could result in less stable output
levels. Several emerging manufacturing production technologies, enabled by digitalization,
affect the optimum scale of production and hence investment requirements and location
decisions.
With 3D printing, for example, the dominant scenario is the small-scale production of
components or spares close to the point of need. Continuous processing, another digitally
enabled technology that is most evident in industries where traditional batch operations are
being replaced by continuous flow (e.g. pharmaceuticals), may also transform production
scale, and hence investment characteristics.

c. Impact on host-country firms
The digitalization process in global supply chains will have a profound impact on the
overseas operations of MNEs, with important implications for host-country firms, especially
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in developing countries. On the one hand, higher technological requirements imposed
on suppliers can make it more difficult for local firms to participate in MNE-coordinated
GVCs. On the other hand, new opportunities may arise for domestic firms to connect to the
international production networks of MNEs or to operate through non-equity relationships.
In developing countries, firms in more technology-intensive industries show a higher
propensity to adopt digital technologies for communications with customers and suppliers
(figure IV.14). It is firms in lower-technology industries that will feel the greatest impact
of digital demands placed on them by trends in global digital supply chains, to close the
gap between upstream and downstream levels of digital adoption. For example, furniture
retailers such as IKEA source from wood and pulp suppliers with low rates of technology
adoption, while operating downstream in the highly connected retail sector, with emerging
e-commerce applications. Firms in the agrifood sector show similarly low levels of adoption,
while downstream in fast-moving consumer goods, food processing and retail is highly
digitized. In contrast, technology adoption in the automotive industry is well advanced
throughout the supply chain, with ICT infrastructure already established upstream within
assembly plants and downstream in dealerships.

Figure IV.14.

Business use of internet and level of technology intensity in developing countries,
by industry Share of firms using the internet for customer or supplier communications (Per cent)
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Source: ©UNCTAD, based on data from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys.
Note: Analysis based on manufacturing firms from developing countries only. Data are from 2016 or the latest available data point. Industry grouping by technology intensity is
adapted from the OECD ISIC rev.3 Technology Intensity Definition (based on R&D expenditure). Use of the internet by firms reflects the World Bank survey results on use
of email and company websites. Running the analysis using sampling weights provided by the World Bank to reflect the population composition produces similar results.
For data on OECD countries, see also OECD (2016).
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4. Implications for investment policy: from analogue to digital
New actors on the international production scene and the evolving nature of MNE
international operations have implications for strategic investment targeting, for policies
and institutions promoting and facilitating investment, and for regulations governing investor
behaviour. Investment rules designed for the physical economy may need to be reviewed in
light of new digital business models. Many of the industries most affected by digitalization –
such as retail, media and (consumer) finance – are also those in which numerous countries
maintain investment restrictions. Some have taken steps to update policies, whereas others
are facing the risk of letting rules become obsolete or of creating an uneven playing field for
digital and non-digital firms.
The growing importance of ICT and digital firms in the MNE universe, and the gradual
adoption of digital technologies by MNEs across all sectors, have important implications
for investment policy. First, they affect traditional investment drivers and determinants.
The investment decisions of ICT and digital MNEs are influenced by their soft and hard
infrastructure needs (e.g. internet infrastructure, electricity supply and costs, ICT skills
availability) and sector-specific policy preferences. Policies for the promotion and facilitation
of investment in the digital economy need to take these factors into account. This is of
immediate strategic relevance for policymakers aiming to attract investment in digital
development.
Some of these factors increasingly affect the investment decisions of non-ICT and nondigital MNEs as well. In the longer term, as digital supply chains spread across all sectors,
policymakers need to assess the challenges and opportunities that may arise for their
participation in GVCs and international production networks, and consequently their priorities
for strategic investment promotion.
In addition, the economic contribution of MNEs is becoming less tangible in the digital
economy. This has further implications for investment authorities and investment promotion
agencies (IPAs). Not only must they take into account an evolving new set of investment
drivers and determinants in their targeting, policy advocacy and facilitation activities, but
they also should consider how they assess their performance in carrying out these activities,
which currently tends to be measured in terms of physical investment and jobs created.
E-government policies can foster digital development by setting the standard and driving
the demand for digital services. They also provide a facilitation tool for discerning MNEs
operating at higher levels of digitalization. Key digital tools for investment facilitation are
online information portals and online single windows, which provide investor information,
transparency on rules and regulations, and efficient administrative procedures for investors.
Many governments could greatly improve their online investment facilitation (box IV.4).
Investment rules and regulations designed for the physical economy may need to be
reviewed in light of new digital business models. This is most relevant in sectors such
as retail, media and consumer finance, which are highly affected by digitalization and
digital competitors. At the same time, they are among the sectors in which investment is
often more highly regulated and in which many countries maintain ownership restrictions
(figure IV.15).5 Global digital firms are also crossing industry boundaries, disrupting other
highly regulated services industries, such as transportation (e.g. Uber).
The need for digital economy investment policies, modernizing or complementing analogueera rules, is illustrated by India’s investment policy, which has long restricted foreign
investment in the retail sector, allowing FDI in wholesale but not consumer retailing. To
maintain this policy, the Indian Government has had to adopt certain restrictions on direct
internet sales to consumers by companies such as Amazon, as well as investment measures
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in 2016 that allow FDI in electronic marketplaces – online platforms for merchants – but not
in e-commerce companies that manage their own inventory.
Physical economy rules can also have different effects in digital sectors. Indonesia defines
certain investment thresholds below which foreign ownership limitations apply, to protect
local SMEs. The value of these thresholds may constitute a higher barrier for asset-light
digital investments than for physical investments.
The nature of many digital businesses, transcending industry boundaries, is a particularly
difficult problem for regulators. In many countries, e-commerce may be regulated by a
ministry of trade (as it is often considered retail), but platforms may be regulated by a ministry
of telecommunication. Also, e-payment businesses (or e-payment parts of broader digital
businesses) may face multiple regulatory regimes, between central banks and financial
services authorities. These can also constitute an important hurdle in the development of
a digital financial sector. Coordination between regulators and government institutions is
crucial.

Digital investment facilitation tools: online information portals and
single windows

Box IV.4.

To promote transparency in the formulation of investment policies, regulations and procedures relevant to investors, UNCTAD’s Global
Action Menu for Investment Facilitation promotes the establishment of online investor information portals and single windows. UNCTAD
has developed a series of e-government tools for business and investment facilitation over the past decade (businessfacilitation.org):
• The eRegulations system – an information portal that sets out clear administrative procedures – seeks to boost transparency.
• The eSimplification tool sets out 10 key principles for governments to use in simplifying and streamlining procedures, reducing steps
by up to 50 per cent without changing laws.
• The eRegistrations system enables governments to develop online single windows to facilitate procedures such as obtaining
company registrations, construction permits and export licenses.
These tools are now used in 29 countries. They demonstrate that legal reform is not always necessary to improve business and
investment facilitation, which greatly benefits from improving the application of existing rules and procedures.
UNCTAD has selected one procedure – business registration – and analysed it on a global scale. The Global Business Registration
Portal, GER.co, links to all business and investor registration websites worldwide and rates each site. The ratings are based on 10
objective criteria, related to the quality and completeness of information on rules and procedures, as well as to user friendliness.
In 104 economies not supported by UNCTAD’s own eRegulations system, more than a third of portals contain only the minimum
information required to qualify as business registration portals, and only about 10 per cent contain all (or almost all) information needed
to register a business or investment (box figure IV.4.1). GER.co also rates online single windows. Only 30 online single windows are
currently listed on the global portal.

Box figure IV.4.1.
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Distribution of information portals by share of quality criteria met
(Per cent)
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Source: ©UNCTAD, based on data from GER.co. See also UNCTAD (2017a).
Note: Statistics based on 104 economies not supported by UNCTAD’s eRegulations system. Criteria and ratings for individual countries’ portals can be found on GER.co.
Source: ©UNCTAD.
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Digitalization can challenge domestic regulators in areas as diverse as consumer
protection, financial stability, and health and safety. For example, the Icelandic banking
crisis was exacerbated by a run on large deposits in overseas e-savings accounts. And
online purchases of pharmaceutical products enable consumers to bypass domestic health
and safety regulations, such as the requirement to obtain a doctor’s prescription. Although
beyond the direct remit of investment policymakers, sector regulations adopted in response
to digital adoption may nonetheless affect investors.
Other policy areas in which the fast pace of digital development sometimes outstrips
regulatory capacity include innovative financing structures of digital firms at various stages
of growth, from start-up to maturity. Policymakers are playing catch-up: some countries
have taken steps to update policies, whereas others are facing the risk of letting rules
become obsolete or creating an uneven playing field for digital and non-digital firms.
At the international investment policy level, most IIAs, which typically were concluded before
the emergence of digitalization, do not address the specificities of the digital economy.
However, the dynamics of digitalization can have important implications for IIAs. For example,
sectors where an open investment environment may be important for harnessing the benefits
of digitalization might also be those where governments stop short of locking in openness
in IIAs (e.g. by means of maintaining reservations or only making limited commitments in
pre-establishment IIAs). Similarly, provisions setting out the scope and definition of an IIA
may leave open questions about the IIA’s coverage of types of (mostly intangible) assets that
are of particular relevance for digital MNEs (this may also apply to IIAs with so-called open
ended, asset based definitions). All of this suggests that policymakers, when modernizing
their country’s IIAs, are well advised to factor in digital economy-related considerations.
Ensuring the best possible interaction between IIAs and other international agreements that
deal with the digital economy (e.g. free trade agreement chapters on intellectual property,
on e-commerce or on standards and technical barriers) is an important part of doing so.

Figure IV.15.

Top 10 industries affected by digitalization and by FDI restrictions (Per cent)

Industries ranked by digital impact

Industries ranked by FDI restrictions

Share of executives (survey respondents)

Share of countries with restrictions

Media and entertainment

62

Transportation

Retail

55

Media

High tech

54

Electricity

Healthcare systems and services

51

56
50
30

Telecom

21
20

Travel, transport and logistics

44

Mining, oil and gas

Telecom

44

Financial services

16

Professional services

42

Agriculture and forestry

16

Financial services

39

Waste management

13

Automotive and assembly

32

Accounting

9

Consumer packaged goods

31

Education

8

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on McKinsey & Company (2017) and the World Bank’s Investing Across Borders database (http://iab.worldbank.org).
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Furthermore, evolving international rules on services trade and e-commerce also have
an investment policy dimension. An issue that clearly relates to investment is localization
requirements, a type of trade-related investment measure (for a detailed analysis see
UNCTAD (2016)). Also, the development of e-commerce raises questions related to
investment in some financial services (payment systems) and courier services; digital MNEs
depend on many types of business services (e.g., telecommunication, customs clearance,
express parcel, finance and insurance), which to date remain partially closed to FDI.
Moreover, the international provision of services will be an increasingly important part of a
digital economy, and digitalization will accelerate the servicification trend. In other words,
ever more investment could be covered under the General Agreement on Trade in Services.

The impact of digitalization on investment policy is especially important as countries
are actively pursuing strategies to push digitalization in their economy. The next section
examines the investment dimension of digital development strategies and looks in more
detail at specific investment policy aspects.
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C. INVESTMENT IN
DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT
1. Digital development strategies: the investment dimension
Many countries have published or are preparing development strategies for the digital
economy. Yet most digital development strategies fail to adequately address investment
needs, and those that do often focus exclusively on investment in infrastructure (broadband
coverage), with very few touching on the potential role of foreign investment or IPAs. A
comprehensive digital development strategy should cover investment in infrastructure, in
digital firms and in the digitalization of firms across all industries.
There is a significant digital divide today between developed and developing countries, in
particular LDCs (World Bank, 2016). Individual internet adoption levels vary significantly
across regions, with the share of people using the internet in developing economies at
less than half that of developed economies, and the share in Africa at half the average of
developing economies (figure IV.16).
The digital divide concerns not only individuals. The adoption of broadband and usage of
key tools such as email and websites among firms are also lagging in developing countries.
Although the gap is smaller than for individuals, it is potentially more worrying, given the
benefits that digital adoption by firms can bring to economic and social development.
Narrowing these gaps has been on the agenda of both national and international policymakers.
At the international level, increasing the availability and affordability of internet access is
part of the SDGs. Better internet access is also widely acknowledged to be instrumental for

Figure IV.16.

Internet adoption (Per cent)
Share of the population using the internet

Developed economies

83

Developing economies

81

39

Africa

58

20

Asia

45
49

60

Latin America and the Caribbean

55

Transition economies

55

Total
Memorandum Item:
LDCs

Share of firms using the internet

75
71

49
14

61
40

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database (internet adoption) and data from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys (internet adoption by
firms).
Note: Data on the adoption of the internet by firms reflects the World Bank survey results on use of email and company websites. Data are from 2016 or the latest available
data point. Running the analysis using sampling weights provided by the World Bank to reflect the population composition produces similar results. For data on internet
adoption by firms in OECD countries, see OECD (2016).
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the achievement of many of the other SDG targets. A number of international organizations,
including the ITU, the World Bank and UNCTAD, have focused on narrowing the digital
divide for many years, recognizing that digital adoption can boost economic growth and
sustainable development (see box IV.5 on UNCTAD’s eTrade for All initiative).
Efforts to close the digital divide are also taking place at the national level. Many countries
have adopted digital development strategies. Digital strategies are cross-sectoral plans
that address policy objectives related to the development of a digital economy and society.
Common objectives include developing broadband infrastructure; promoting digital firms,
both international and local (the “digital sector”); strengthening e-government; and
encouraging businesses and SMEs to adopt digital technologies, as well as promoting
general ICT skills and competencies. The priorities in any country’s strategy generally depend
on the level of digital adoption in that country, with less digitalized economies focusing more
on connectivity and promoting digital skills and adoption, and more digitalized economies
seeking to upgrade to high-speed internet and to promote user and data protection.
For this report, UNCTAD examined the extent to which digital strategies address investment
needs and whether foreign investment is considered as a source of finance. The research
focused on investment needs related to two specific objectives, namely the development
of broadband infrastructure and the development of digital business (box IV.6; see also
UNCTAD, 2017b).
Although the development of digital infrastructure and of a digital industry will necessarily
require significant amounts of investment in most countries – a fact acknowledged in
the majority of digital development strategies – many strategies either fail to include the
investment dimension entirely or address investment needs only in very general terms
(figure IV.17), and little detail is typically provided about the type or quantity of investment
required.

Box IV.5.

UNCTAD’s eTrade for All initiative

This UNCTAD-led initiative, launched in 2016, aims to improve the ability of developing countries, and
particularly LDCs, to use and benefit from e-commerce.
The initiative responds to demand from numerous development partners, foundations and private sector
actors who seek to harness the power of the internet to foster economic development. Its objective is to
create synergies and bring together current efforts, which are often fragmented and lack sufficient scale.
The initiative’s main tool is an online platform to help developing countries and donors navigate the supply
of and demand for e-commerce development support, learn about trends and best practices, and raise
the visibility of various partners’ initiatives and resources.
The initiative focuses on seven key policy areas of e-commerce development:
• E-commerce readiness assessment and strategy formulation
• ICT infrastructure and services
• Trade logistics
• Payment solutions
• Legal and regulatory frameworks
• E-commerce skills development
• Access to financing
Source: ©UNCTAD.
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Box IV.6.

Mapping the investment dimension in digital development strategies

Drawing on an ITU database of digital strategies and on additional research, UNCTAD identified 102 digital strategies from countries
in all regions. The strategies include 30 plans that exclusively address broadband infrastructure, 6 that only focus on digital business
development and 61 that cover both areas (box table IV.6.1). About 60 per cent of these strategies were adopted in 2012 or later.

Box table IV.6.1.

Digital development strategies by region

(Number of strategies)

Objective

Developed economies
Developing economies
Africa

All strategies

Broadband
infrastructure

Digital business

32

27

21

59

54

40

25

23

17

Asia and Oceania

16

15

9

Latin America and the Caribbean

18

16

14

Transition economies
Total

11

10

6

102

91

67

Source: ©UNCTAD, digital strategies survey.
Note: The strategies also include the digital plan of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). For some
countries, more than one strategy is included.

Assessment of the role of investment in digital strategies was based on three main questions: (i) Does the strategy include a dedicated
section addressing financing needs, and, specifically, does it identify assets required or quantify investment needed? (ii) Does it identify
potential sources of finance, such as public or private investment, public-private partnerships, foreign investment or others? and (iii)
Does it refer to any relevant policy measures to promote or facilitate the financing of the plans? Special attention was given to the
potential roles of foreign investment and of IPAs.
Source: ©UNCTAD.

Figure IV.17.

The investment dimension in digital development strategies, by objective
(Percentage of strategies)

Acknowledgement of investment needs

Financing needs

Amount specified

Proposed sources of finance

43

4

55

Public finance
Private
investment

24

52

Public-private
partnership

29

Broadband infrastructure

13

75

54

33

Foreign
investment
Other

81

69

43

19

Digital business

Source: ©UNCTAD, digital strategies survey.
Note: “Financing needs” includes any strategy that contains a section or paragraph dealing with financing.
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Of 91 strategies including digital infrastructure objectives, only 50 have any section or
paragraph dealing with infrastructure investment needs; of those, only 20 include
an assessment of the amount of investment required, and only 8 specify the type of
investments or assets required. Despite the lack of detail on investment requirements, most
plans acknowledge different potential sources of finance for digital development, with public
funding being the most common, then private, followed by public-private partnerships. In
the 76 plans that acknowledge the importance of private investment in digital infrastructure
development, proposed policy measures tend to focus on strengthening sector regulatory
frameworks, incentives and digital standards (figure IV.18).6
Similarly, of the 67 strategies that include digital business development objectives, only 29
acknowledge investment needs, of which only 3 contain an assessment of the amount of
investment required. Again, most refer to potential sources of financing, with public support
the most common. Of the 49 plans that acknowledge the importance of private investment
in digital business development, most propose to do so through conducive regulatory
frameworks; incentives, investment facilitation, incubators and clusters are also commonly
proposed measures.
Discussion of the role of IPAs is practically non-existent in digital development strategies.
Only four of those strategies that acknowledge the importance of private investment in
either broadband infrastructure or digital business foresee a specific role for their domestic
IPAs.
Investment promotion can play a role in the development of both broadband infrastructure
and a digital industry. In fact, despite the limited role assigned to IPAs in digital development
strategies, most agencies consider these two areas as priorities for investment promotion –
well over 80 per cent, according to UNCTAD’s
Policies to promote private
separate IPA survey (UNCTAD, 2017b).
investment in digital development
Figure IV.18.
Although investment incentives and other facilitation
strategies, by objective
(Percentage of strategies)
measures are among the more frequently proposed
initiatives to promote private investment in digital
development strategies, only about half of IPAs
62
Regulatory
indicated that their country has any incentives or
69
framework
other instruments in place specifically designed to
attract investment to the digital economy. Therefore,
Incentives (fiscal,
57
in addition to a coordination gap, there could also be
financial, guarantees)
61
an implementation gap when it comes to investment
promotion.
51
Standards
14

41
41

Facilitation
13

Clusters or incubators

39

IPA promotion
activities

4
2

Other promotion
measures

4

7

Broadband infrastructure
Digital business

In line with the findings of the digital strategies
survey, only about one in five IPAs indicated that they
have been involved in the formulation of a broadband
strategy or digital development strategy (figure
IV.19). Coordination between institutions involved
in investment promotion and digital development is
most common in developed countries, in particular
regarding digital strategies, and in Africa, in particular
for broadband plans.
In short, the results from the two surveys show that
•	
Not all

Source: ©UNCTAD, digital strategies survey.
Note: Limited to strategies that acknowledge the need for private investment for
broadband infrastructure (76) and digital business (49).
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countries have a digital development
strategy, but of those that do, most
acknowledge the need for investment.

•

•

Hardly any strategy contains a specific investment
chapter; most discuss investment needs only in
general terms.
Policy measures to promote private investment
that are proposed in digital development
strategies tend to focus on improving the
(sectoral) regulatory framework. Other measures
include incentives and general facilitation, digital
standards, and clusters and incubators for digital
business development.

•

Less than half of digital development strategies
consider foreign investment as a source of
finance. IPAs mostly do not feature in the plans.

•

IPAs are generally not involved in the formulation
of digital strategies. Nevertheless, most IPAs
count the promotion of investment in digital
infrastructure and digital firms, as well as
the development of linkages between foreign
investors and domestic firms in the digital sector,
among their priority objectives.

•

Investment promotion agencies
involved in digital development
strategies (Percentage of responses)

Figure IV.19.

33

33

25

25
19

18

9

12

18

14

13

Broadband strategy

14

Digital strategy

Developed economies

Latin America and the Caribbean

Developing economies

Asia and Oceania

Africa

Transition economies

Source: ©UNCTAD, IPA survey.

Although incentives and facilitation measures are frequently proposed in digital
development strategies, only a minority of IPAs have investment promotion instruments
for the digital economy.

The discrepancies between the two surveys’ results suggest that policy coordination between
investment authorities, on the one hand, and ministries and public institutions charged with
digital development, on the other, could be improved. Ideally, IPAs should be engaged in the
formulation of digital development strategies, as part of an inclusive consultation process.
The growth and advancement of a digital economy rests on three pillars: digital infrastructure,
digital firms (the digital sector) and digital adoption in the broader economy (figure IV.20).
Investment policies are relevant at each level. As countries progress in digital development,
government priorities shift from supporting infrastructure to promoting the development
of content and services by digital firms, as well as digitalizing the rest of the economy. To
adapt to evolving needs and technology, digital development strategies must be flexible and
reviewed regularly. There is, of course, no single digital development blueprint; each country
needs to develop along the three dimensions, setting out its own path.

2. Investment in digital infrastructure
Investment requirements to achieve adequate connectivity for most developing countries
are less daunting than often supposed: the SDG connectivity targets could be attainable with
an enabling framework for private investment and policies aimed at generating sufficient
demand. Government support and public-private partnerships may be needed to achieve
universal connectivity, including in thinly populated and low-income areas. Although telecom
firms construct the bulk of networks and support the development of internet exchange
points, attracting digital MNEs can also help complete internet infrastructure (e.g. content
distribution networks and data centres). Regional cooperation for investment in internet
infrastructure can increase the attractiveness of infrastructure projects for international
investors.
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Figure IV.20.

Digital development and investment

Wider digital
adoption
Digital firms

Digital infrastructure
Local platforms
(e.g. social networks, e-commerce)

Typical
investment
needs

Typical
investors

Training

Local enterprise development
International, national, last-mile
connectivity
Internet exchange points (IXPs)

(Mobile) network operators and
internet service providers (ISPs)
Global digital firms
Governments

Relevance
of investment
policies and
investment
support
measures

ICT adoption/devices

Data centres
Training and capacity-building

Global digital firms
Data centre providers

Local businesses

Venture capital, private equity,
other funds

Public institutions and
governments

Local firms (e.g. media firms)

Sector-specific foreign investment rules
Privatizations
Public-private partnerships
Investment-related policies
(e.g. competition)

Innovation hubs, incubators
Enabling environment for
innovative forms of financing

E-government investment
facilitation
Business linkages
programmes supporting
participation in GVCs

Source: ©UNCTAD.

The first level of digital development involves the deployment of the internet infrastructure
required to provide connectivity. Investment in infrastructure takes many forms. In most
developing countries, significant gaps remain in basic broadband coverage, which need to
be addressed to meet the SDG target of universal availability and adoption of the internet
(box IV.7). But significant infrastructure investment is still required in developed countries
and emerging market economies as well, even when effectively all citizens may be able
to access the internet through mobile and fixed broadband access. Where coverage is
available, growing adoption, which requires updates of technology and increases in capacity,
drives investment. For instance, in the European Union, the Digital Agenda sets a target for
all citizens to have access to broadband speeds of at least 30 Mbps by 2020 and for at
least 50 per cent of households to adopt broadband with speeds greater than 100 Mbps.7
As shown in the preceding section, the digital development strategies of many developing
countries lack detail on the infrastructure investments required to achieve the objectives
of the strategy (box IV.8). A high-level assessment of investment needs, based on existing
coverage and simple parameters influencing investment costs – such as population density
and urbanization – can provide useful insights for policymaking, helping to set priorities
and point the way towards cost-effective measures. This section looks at the potential
infrastructure investment costs associated with achieving the SDG target of universal
access, indicating how policymakers could estimate high-level investment costs for their
own countries. The needs assessment is followed by a discussion of what policies would be
conducive to investment in internet infrastructure.
A clear investment policy perspective in digital infrastructure development strategies is
also important, given that a large share of investments in developing countries are driven
by MNEs. Greenfield projects in ICT infrastructure have been undertaken in a wide range
of developing and transition economies. Over the period 2012–2016, some 730 ICT
infrastructure projects were announced in developing and transition economies (table IV.3).
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Box IV.7.

Investing in the digital economy and the SDGs

Investing in the digital economy can significantly contribute to the SDGs, adopted by the United Nations on 25 September 2015.
It directly supports achieving target 9.c (under Goal 9; industry, innovation and infrastructure), which aims for increased access to ICTs
and universal and affordable access to the internet in LDCs by 2020. ICTs are also specifically mentioned in three other targets, namely
those concerned with ICT enrolment in higher education (target 4.b), women’s empowerment (target 5.b), and science, technology and
innovation capacity-building (target 17.8). Indirectly, ICTs can also be catalysts for many other SDGs for which investments in digital
applications lead to innovation and new opportunities, for instance in agriculture, health, education, gender equality, economic growth
and climate change.
No hunger (Goal 2). In the case of agriculture, digitalization of production may enhance worldwide food security and improve nutrition.
So-called “smart agriculture” enables farmers to make informed management decisions based on quantitative data at a much higher
level of precision than was previously possible.
Good health and well-being (Goal 3). Telemedicine, e-health and m-health applications have the potential to make high-quality health
care more accessible and affordable. In 2016, investment in digital health reached an estimated $7.9 billion,a and it is expected to grow
to $233 billion by 2020.
Quality education (Goal 4). Investment in e-learning offers great potential to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. Investments reached $3.6 billion in 2015,b mostly targeting projects based on online
tutoring.
Gender equality (Goal 5). Providing access to the internet and improving digital fluency can contribute to gender equality. Economic
participation by 600,000 women in developing countries resulting from better internet access is estimated to boost annual GDP in those
countries by $13–18 billion, while achievement of digital fluency is estimated to reduce the pay gap by 21 per cent worldwide by 2030
(Accenture, 2016 and 2017).
Decent work and economic growth (Goal 8). ICT technologies and digital applications can play an important role in expanding access to
finance and economic growth. Mobile banking and fintech already are catalysts for local businesses and social enterprises, which are
particularly important in developing markets, where SMEs contribute up to 45 per cent of employment and 33 per cent of GDP.c Global
fintech investment grew 75 per cent in 2015, exceeding $22 billion.d
Climate action (Goal 13). Digital technologies can help with climate change mitigation and adaptation. Global CO2 savings resulting from
efficient use of ICTs is estimated to amount to 15 per cent of global emissions. ICT technologies may also be used to monitor climate
change impacts. For instance, a joint task force of the ITU, the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization is investigating the use of submarine telecommunication cables for ocean and climate monitoring
and for disaster warning.
Source: ©UNCTAD, based on United Nations (2015), Accenture (2016 and 2017) and Deloitte (2016).
a
Baum, S., “Start Up Health: Digital health investment reaches $7.9B across 585 companies in 2016”, MedCity News, 30 December, http://medcitynews.com.
b
Lafuente López, L., “Investments in The Education Sector”, eLearning Industry, 19 June 2016, https://elearningindustry.com.
c
“Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) Finance”, World Bank, 2015, http://worldbank.org.
d
Delventhal, S., “Global Fintech Investment Hits Record High in 2016”, Investopedia, 13 June 2016, www.investopedia.com.

Table IV.3.

Announced greenfield FDI projects in ICT infrastructure, by destination region, 2012−2016
Jobs

Capital investment

Number of projects

Total

Average

Total
(Millions of dollars)

Average
(Millions of dollars)

Africa

145

11,337

78

24,877

171.6

Asia

357

27,121

76

36,612

102.6

Latin America and Caribbean

186

17,456

93

54,496

293.0

42

3,642

86

2,401

57.2

730

59,556

81

118,386

162.2

Destination region

Transition economies
Total

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on information from Financial Times Ltd, fDi Markets (www.fDimarkets.com).
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Box IV.8.

Digital infrastructure components

The infrastructure investments that are the foundation for digital development are generally carried out by telecommunication operators,
whether local firms or telecom MNEs. They include major long-term investments in four kinds of connectivity:
• International connectivity. Fibre-optic cables used to connect a country or region to the global internet. These include submarine
cables to connect continents and coastal countries within a region and terrestrial cables to connect landlocked countries.
• National connectivity (“backbone”). Typically fibre-optic cables, used to connect points within a country and by internet service
providers (ISPs) to access international capacity; also used to connect among operators.
• Metro connectivity. Used within a city to connect operators to each other and to connect larger customers directly.
• Last-mile connectivity. Used by ISPs to reach end users, more and more often, through wireless connections provided by mobile
operators; also through fixed connections using copper, fibre or coaxial cables.
A final important part of internet infrastructure concerns internet exchange points (IXPs). These connection points enable local providers
to exchange internet traffic directly with one another in an efficient manner. Without IXPs, traffic must be exchanged outside the country,
which is much slower and uses expensive international capacity. IXPs underpin the rest of the infrastructure, as they may be used by
any of the providers and help create an efficient internet. The importance of IXPs far outweighs their investment cost, as they can be
deployed relatively inexpensively, and often by a non-profit association of the members who will use the IXP (Internet Society, 2015).
The number of countries that have an IXP, as well as the number of IXPs within countries, has been rising steadily. Yet more than 70
countries still lack an IXP (mostly developing countries in Africa, Latin America and Central Asia), and others have IXPs that are not
functioning well.a This key piece of infrastructure investment is necessary to promote digital growth in these countries and should be
considered a priority.
Source: ©UNCTAD.
a
See Packet Clearing House, “Packet Clearing House Report on Internet Exchange Point Locations”, www.pch.net/ixp/summary.

Although the top 10 destinations accounted for over half of the projects, 114 developing and
transition economies hosted at least one project. The data also confirm the relatively low
direct employment impact of ICT infrastructure investments, as discussed in section IV.B;
however, these projects can make important capital contributions to digital development,
the real objective in promoting ICT infrastructure investments.
Infrastructure investments are no longer solely the domain of telecommunication operators;
several digital firms are beginning to invest in almost every type of infrastructure. For example:
•

Submarine cable: Google and Facebook are investing in a cable to connect Los Angeles
and Hong Kong.

•

Backbone: Google and Facebook have separate projects to provide backhaul in remote
regions using aerial platforms (balloons and drones, respectively).

•

Metro: Google’s Project Link is to provide metro fibre in cities in Africa, starting in
Kampala, Uganda.

•

Last mile: Microsoft’s 4Africa Initiative is investing in broadband service providers.

Digital MNEs engage in wholesale investments to provide additional capacity and new
networks, and to help ISPs get access to the internet. MNEs in the software and IT services
sector, most notably Amazon, were responsible for a sizeable number (11 per cent) of
projects. Three of the top five investing MNEs were based in developing countries.

a. Investment needs for universal internet access
Because of the widespread deployment of mobile networks, internet availability has
expanded significantly in recent years. In fact it often far outpaces internet adoption. In
any country, investment needs related to internet availability can be broken down by three
regions: (i) where there is no coverage, (ii) where there is cellular coverage and (iii) where
cellular coverage has been upgraded to broadband:
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•

No coverage. Regions with a complete lack of cellular coverage tend to be characterized
by high deployment costs and low demand. Deployment costs can be high because of
difficult topography, such as in mountainous areas, or because of low population density.
Demand can be low because of very low income levels in a region. In such regions,
commercial investment may not occur, and a variety of models such as community
deployment of networks are being used to create access. Where new mobile networks
are deployed, it is typically more cost-effective to leapfrog directly to a generation of
technology that supports mobile broadband – e.g. 3G or beyond.

•

Cellular coverage. In these regions, mobile networks offer voice services (2G) but have
not been upgraded to offer internet broadband access. That is typically because there
is not enough demand for services. As demand increases, the network will need to be
upgraded to 3G or beyond. This is an investment made by the mobile operators.

•

Broadband coverage. These regions already enjoy at least 3G coverage, meaning that
users have access to the internet. Here investment is typically an incremental response
to increased usage and numbers of users.

Even in regions with broadband coverage, internet adoption often lags. The reason is that
investment in infrastructure alone is not sufficient to stimulate adoption. Affordability is a
key barrier (World Bank, 2016): the cost of devices to access the internet, or the cost of
the internet subscription, may be too high for users in low-income countries. Improving
affordability should be a policy priority for sector regulators and competition authorities.
The interplay between these policy areas and investment policy is clear: infrastructure
investment will not be economic if the uptake by users remains low. The same is true for
other barriers to adoption relating to availability of locally relevant content and training in
digital skills (covered in the next section).
Figure IV.21 shows the adoption gap (the difference between internet adoption and
availability), and the broadband gap divided into two parts: the upgrading gap (where only
2G coverage is available), and the coverage gap (where there is no cellular coverage at all).

Figure IV.21.

Internet adoption and connectivity gaps, by region

Percentage of population using or connected to mobile broadband

Developed economies

82

Developing economies

40

Africa

30

21

Asia

35

Current adoption

11

32

15

23

24

36

Adoption gap

38

3G upgrading gap

3

21

60

13

6

33

52

Transition economies

2

24

50

Latin America and the Caribbean

Memorandum Item:
LDCs

17

4

14

1

14

2G coverage gap

Investment required for universal internet access
Source: ©UNCTAD, based on ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database.
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Disregarding the adoption gap, which depends on other policy areas (e.g. policies to ensure
affordability of devices, skills development policies), the infrastructure investment needs are
confined to upgrading existing 2G coverage to broadband (3G or beyond), and expanding
coverage in unconnected areas.
Investment needs are thus framed by the extent of cellular deployment in a country, and
the degree to which the network has already been upgraded to broadband. The drivers of
cellular deployment are based in large part on geography. Capital expenditure for deploying
networks depends on population density levels, including the degree of urbanization, and
topography, which affect the physical cost. Operating expenditures also depend on the
extent of electrification, which determines the needs for backup power and generators. New
deployments tend to leapfrog directly to mobile broadband; the cost of upgrading existing
cellular networks to mobile broadband is typically about 10 per cent of the cost of deploying
the cellular network.
Using high-level estimates for the investment required for cellular deployment in developing
countries derived from a recent study by the World Economic Forum (WEF, 2017), UNCTAD
estimates the total investment required to build universal basic 3G coverage in developing
and transition economies at less than $100 billion (figure IV.22), and in LDCs at less than
$40 billion.8 Policymakers in LDCs could use the simple projection methodology applied
here as a tool for including high-level estimates in their countries’ digital development
strategies (box IV.9).
The investment needs appear relatively contained. This is mostly because by far the largest
part of the connectivity gap is the upgrading gap, where the required investment is only
a fraction of the cost of new cellular deployment. It is also because the investment cost
calculated here is only for basic mobile connectivity. Developing countries will face higher
costs as networks need upgrades in capacity and as large populations of users require the
deployment of fixed fibre networks. Indeed, operators in advanced markets invest a multiple
of the cost estimated here in their networks – about $75 billion annually in the United States
alone (Brogan, 2016). That said, in the short term, 3G (or beyond) mobile networks could
well be sufficient for most users in most locations in LDCs.

Figure IV.22.

Estimated investment costs
of universal connectivity
Range estimates (Billions of dollars)

Developing
economies

89

Asia

50

Africa
Latin America and
the Caribbean
Transition
economies
Memorandum Item:
LDCs

36

4

6

36

Range

Total investment requirements for universal basic 3G coverage
in developing and transition economies ≈ $95 billion
Source: ©UNCTAD, based on ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database.
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Apart from these caveats, the estimate shows that
the initial investment necessary to meet the SDG
target (at the level of broadband coverage) is not an
unsurmountable obstacle, at least in terms of initial
capital outlays.9 The investment costs do not include
operational expenditures associated with running
the networks, which can be significant, especially if
rolled out in areas that lack connections to power
grids, so that base stations and masts must run on
generators. It is to a large degree the high running
costs of new networks (in addition to the low initial
adoption rates) that make the investment required
for universal connectivity uneconomic.
In addition, the SDG goal is for internet access, which
not only requires infrastructure but also depends on
other factors, such as the affordability of devices and
communications costs (data packages), awareness
and skills, and the presence of relevant local
content.10

Box IV.9.

Estimating infrastructure investment costs: a tool for policymakers

UNCTAD’s survey of the investment dimension in digital development strategies shows that many countries do not include estimates of
infrastructure investment requirements. Such estimates can be useful to ensure high-level political support, set priorities within digital
development plans and facilitate discussions with private sector investors and development banks.
Proper estimates of investment costs would be based on a detailed assessment of assets required across a national territory. However,
policymakers can calculate a high-level estimate for their country following the simple methodology employed by UNCTAD for its overall
projection for developing and transition economies. This methodology is based on cost estimates provided by the World Economic Forum
for four East African countries (Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and South Sudan), which, according to the WEF, are reasonably representative.
The method projects the basic WEF cost estimates (see box table IV.9.1) on coverage and upgrading gaps, after clustering economies
on the basis of population densities and levels of urbanization.

Box table IV.9.1.
Population density

High

Medium

Low

Investment cost ranges to bridge coverage gaps
Level of urbanization

Coverage investment costs
($ per person not covered by 2G)

High

150–170

Medium

160–200

Low

190–220

High

160–200

Medium

190–220

Low

210–250

High

190–220

Medium

210–250

Low

240–280

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database and WEF investment cost estimates (WEF, 2017).

UNCTAD defined the high, medium and low clusters in the table using quartiles, after ranking all developing and transition economies
by population density and urbanization. The high cluster is the quartile with the highest density and urbanization, the low cluster is the
quartile with the lowest density and urbanization.
The resulting cost bracket for a given economy can then be applied to the connectivity gaps. The full cost indicated in the table is
applied to the cellular coverage gap (the share of the population not covered by any cellular network). A further 10 per cent of the
full cost – assumed to be the cost of upgrading networks from 2G to at least 3G – is applied to the upgrading gap (the share of the
population covered only by 2G). Data on coverage gaps for individual countries are available from the ITU World Telecommunication/
ICT Indicators database.
The same caveats noted for UNCTAD’s overall estimate apply: the resulting investment costs consider only basic 3G cellular coverage
for currently unserved populations. Broad ranges are necessary to take into account populations in remote or hard-to-serve areas. Cost
estimates do not assume that a business case for investment exists: in most cases, investments are likely to be uneconomic and will
not be made by private investors alone.
Source: ©UNCTAD.

b. E lements of a conducive policy framework for internet
infrastructure investment
Private investment in internet infrastructure is driven first and foremost by demand-side
factors. Income levels, in particular, are strongly correlated with internet adoption, and
represent a key economic determinant for investment in 3G coverage, alongside factors
such as the size of the population, economic growth and education levels. Demand-side
determinants of investment are beyond the immediate control of policymakers. Nonetheless,
policy factors can make a country more attractive for investment in internet infrastructure.
Indeed, ITU data show that some developing countries, such as Kenya, Morocco and Nigeria,
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have achieved levels of connectivity and internet adoption well beyond the average observed
in other countries that have similar incomes per capita and demographic characteristics.
Drawing on the ample experience in many countries with the liberalization of the
telecommunication sector over the last three decades, three major reforms have emerged
as important determinants for private investment in digital development:
•

Privatization of the incumbent telecommunication operator

•

Opening of the sector to competition

•

Establishment of an independent sector regulator

These reforms send important signals to investors. Privatizing the incumbent, of course,
directly creates an investment opportunity. It also signals to other investors that there is a
lower risk that the government will favour the incumbent in policy or regulatory decisions.
Opening to competition signals the extent to which the sector will operate under market
forces. Finally, establishing an independent regulatory agency further signals impartiality
in decision-making while also ensuring a measure of regulatory certainty in the face of
changes in government.11

Figure IV.23.

Despite the positive correlation between these reforms and the level of investment in
connectivity (figure IV.23), not all countries have adopted them. Of 118 countries surveyed
by the ITU in 2015, 50 had adopted all three, 44
countries had adopted two, and 24 countries one or
none. Broadband coverage, a proxy for the level of
Sector reforms and investment
investment, is at least 10 per cent higher in those
in connectivity
countries that have embraced all three reforms.
Number of reforms implemented and
average 3G coverage (Per cent)

All three reforms

90

Two of three reforms

80

One of three reforms

77

No reforms

76

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database
and World Telecommunication/ICT Regulatory Survey 2015.

Figure IV.24.

Types and frequency of restrictions
on foreign investment in the
ICT sector (Percentage of responses)

Participation or
ownership restrictions

60

Greenfield investment
restrictions

10

Opening the sector to competition often also involves
opening it to foreign investment or allowing foreign
participation. Many countries have made regulatory
changes to successfully attract foreign investment,
but restrictions on foreign participation or ownership
in the ICT sector are still in place in at least 89
countries, often limiting foreign participation in
telecom operators to less than 50 per cent. There
may also be restrictions barring foreign firms from
greenfield investments, allowing government to
have special voting rights in foreign-owned firms
and discriminating against foreign firms in areas
such as interconnection and spectrum allocation
(figure IV.24).
Beyond the fundamental sector reforms that enable
private investment, as well as specific rules and
regulations applying to foreign investment, numerous
other policy areas influence the attractiveness of a
market for investors in internet infrastructure.
•

Special voting rights
held by government
Discriminatory licensing
requirements

8

5

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Regulatory Survey 2016.
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Licensing of telecommunication services.
Regulatory authorization is typically required
to provide services, even if the market
or service has been fully liberalized. The
conditions for securing licences are critical.
Requiring multiple licences increases the cost
and uncertainty associated with investing in a

market. A broader licence lowers the cost of providing more than one type of service –
such as voice, internet or international services – and allows for a more flexible business
plan, as new services can be added later without going through another licensing process.
According to an ITU survey, licensing conditions vary significantly among countries.
Some countries limit the number of licences available for certain services. Some impose
minimum capital requirements to obtain a licence. In addition, the scope of licences is
broader in some countries than in others: general authorizations (allowed in 53 countries)
cover all services and require a simple notification or registration that a service is being
provided, rather than an extensive licensing procedure; unified licences (18 countries)
allow all types of services to be provided; multiple-services licences (42 countries) allow
several services to be provided; and service-specific licences (78 countries) are the
most restrictive.12
Some countries are not fully transparent about the conditions for obtaining a licence,
which increases uncertainty for investors. Many countries (43) do not make licence
agreements public, which may feed the perception that different operators may be
subject to different conditions.13 Transparent and streamlined administrative procedures
to obtain relevant licences for the provision of telecommunication and value added
services could facilitate investment in the digital economy.
•

Spectrum for mobile operators. Investment in mobile operators is subject to its own set
of policies and regulations that can act to promote, or hinder, investment. Access to
radio-frequency spectrum is the foundation of a mobile service, which in turn depends
on the allocation of spectrum to mobile services in general and on the assignment of
spectrum among operators. Factors that help promote investment are the availability of
sufficient spectrum to efficiently offer service – particularly low-frequency spectrum,
which propagates farther (thus minimizing investment in tower sites) – and flexibility in
terms of technology used.
Auctions are often used to assign spectrum to operators and ensure that spectrum is
assigned to those who can use it most efficiently. The design and implementation of
the auction can have a significant impact on the outcome – for instance, in a recent 3G
auction in Bangladesh, the reserve price was set so high that it left over one third of the
spectrum unsold, thus reducing subsequent investment and market benefits. In such
cases, an additional risk is that although operators might pay the high reserve price to
enter the market, that high price may negatively influence subsequent investments in
improved services (GSMA, 2014). A balanced approach is needed to ensure optimal
roll-out and quality of services.

•

Taxes on devices and services. In some countries, relatively high taxes on mobile handsets and services have led to depressed demand and lower infrastructure investment.
For instance, Niger has one of the lowest mobile internet adoption rates in Africa, in
part because taxes on mobile broadband represent 23 per cent of average per capita
income. Tanzania, with significantly lower internet penetration than its neighbours, also
imposes taxes that have reduced uptake (GSMA, 2016).

•

Import procedures and use of foreign personnel. Because the build-up of infrastructure
requires equipment and skilled engineers, procedures for capital goods import and rules
governing the use of foreign personnel influence the cost and time needed to deploy.

•

Skills training. The training of engineers is required in order to develop a local labour
pool to deploy and maintain equipment. Such training can be provided at universities
or through vocational training courses, developed or supported by governments in
cooperation with the private sector. Such policies are typically beyond the remit of the
ICT ministry or regulator and require cross-government actions.
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•

Regional coordination. Cross-border infrastructure is critical for landlocked countries
to be able to access international internet transit services through coastal countries
with submarine cables, and generally promotes economies of scale for investments.
Investment in cross-border infrastructure can be encouraged by regional actions to
increase coordination across borders. Coordination can go further by creating a single
market for services, to lower costs and increase regional investment.

A summary of key policy determinants for investment in digital infrastructure can be found
in table IV.4.
The approach that regulators take to stimulating investment in uneconomic areas also
influences investment. Where private investment is uneconomic, greater public involvement
may be warranted (as demonstrated by the number and scope of national broadband plans
designed for that purpose). Such public investment is often deployed through a universal
service fund, which levies a fee on telecommunication operators to subsidize service in
areas where it would otherwise be uneconomic. Other mechanisms frequently used
include government grants or direct financial subsidies, as well as dedicated broadband
development funds (box IV.10).
Government policy can actively support investment in uneconomic areas in other ways
besides public investment. Government support for sharing infrastructure, such as providing
access to its own rights of way (for roads, railroads, electricity, sewers, etc.) helps to lower

Table IV.4.

Policy determinants for investment in digital infrastructure

Key policy determinants

Practices that affect investment

• Privatization of the incumbent opens the market to investment and creates a level playing field for
entrants.
Basic sector reforms
and openness

• Liberalization enables investment in competing operators providing the affected telecommunication
services.
• An independent regulator acts as a referee for the level playing field and can improve regulatory certainty
for investors.
• FDI openness typically accompanies the other reforms, allowing MNEs to invest in the market.
• Licensing conditions can reduce the cost of investment and allow for flexibility in the face of future
market changes.
• Spectrum rules determine the cost of access to critical radio-frequency spectrum, as well as non the
spectrum can be used as technology and business models evolve.

Sector regulations

• Sector-specific taxes on devices and services can reduce demand, potentially significantly in LDCs,
affecting investment returns.
• Universal service funds or the possibility of entering PPPs to serve otherwise uneconomical areas can
help support investment.
• Access to rights of way can be streamlined to facilitate investment, and the ability to share infrastructure
can lower costs.
• Local standards for equipment, and the extent to which they can be satisfied through type approvals, can
influence investment costs.
• Streamlining import procedures and the rules for employing foreign personnel can reduce the time and
cost of investment.

Other support policies

• Support for skills training of local engineers efficiently supports the deployment and operation of
infrastructure investments.
• Regional coordination can foster economies of scale for infrastructure investments in multiple countries.

Source: ©UNCTAD.
Note: Policy determinants listed in the table are those specifically relevant for digital infrastructure investments. General policy determinants (e.g. CSR policies) also apply – see
UNCTAD’s Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development (UNCTAD, 2015b).
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Box IV.10.

Stimulating internet infrastructure investment in uneconomic areas: FITEL, Peru

When the telecommunication operator in Peru was privatized in the 1990s, a universal service fund was created to fund the expansion
of telecommunications to the many unserved rural areas. This fund, known as the Fondo de Inversión en Telecomunicaciones
(FITEL), was administered first by the new independent regulator, OSIPTEL, and is now administered by the Ministry of Transport and
Communications.
Companies providing telecommunication services contribute 1 per cent of their gross revenue to the fund, which is disbursed through
an innovative lowest-subsidy auction. A project for expanding telephone coverage is designed and put up for tender, and the company
that requests the lowest subsidy is awarded the project.
FITEL plays a key role in the financing of Peru’s national broadband plan. Initially, projects focused on public telephone services
for unserved villages. As the internet emerged, projects focused on expanding access, including new telecentres for public access,
backbone infrastructure that can be shared by mobile operators, training and the creation of local content.
Recent projects include the provision of high-speed internet access to 1,019 locations, serving 3,883 rural communities, along with
content development and capacity-building. An ongoing project, begun in 2015, is delivering backbone and internet access throughout
different regions, serving hundreds of thousands of users along with schools, health centres and other government institutions.
Source: ©UNCTAD, based on Ministry of Transport and Communications, Peru, Fondo de Inversión en Telecomunicaciones, www.fitel.gob.pe, and Government of Peru,
“Plan Nacional Para El Desarrollo De La Banda Ancha En El Perú“, 2011.

deployment costs and makes investment more attractive. The same is true of allowing
operators to share infrastructure among themselves, such as towers for mobile operators.
Policy determinants and underlying investor concerns need to be balanced against legitimate
public policy concerns (table IV.5). When it comes to digital infrastructure, the State has an
important public service responsibility, which is to provide affordable internet access to
all. In that context, sector-specific regulations, including licensing requirements, may be
required in order to promote competition and guarantee operating standards to protect
broader digital business and consumer interests. In the case of a State-owned incumbent,
governments also need to carefully consider the potential costs and benefits of a privatization
or market liberalization in relation to its digital development objectives. Governments also
need to secure public revenue and returns on public infrastructure investment, for instance
through taxation or licensing. Finally, governments may need to safeguard broader national
interests – for instance, related to industrial and sustainable development objectives – or
address security concerns related to sensitive infrastructure.

Table IV.5.
Selected
determinants

Basic sector
reforms and
openness

Development of digital infrastructure: balancing public policy and investor concerns
Public policy concerns

Investor concerns

• State-owned incumbents

• Market access

• Public service responsibilities

• Level playing field

• National security

• Regulatory certainty

• Competition
Licensing
conditions

• Operating standards (public
service responsibilities)

• Investment costs
• Flexibility for business development

• Public revenue
Sector-specific
taxes

• Public revenue

• Total cost to customer

• Return on (public) infrastructure investment

• Demand maximization

Local standards

• Industrial development

• Investment costs
• Interoperability

Source: ©UNCTAD.
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In conclusion, internet coverage is well ahead of internet adoption throughout the developing
world. This not only limits the immediate infrastructure investment needs, but also highlights
that infrastructure investments are not the only priority – increased investment is needed
above all in local content and services to stimulate adoption. Increased adoption, in turn,
will drive further infrastructure development. Investment in local content means investment
in local digital firms.

3. Investment in digital firms
With coverage well ahead of adoption in many developing countries, speeding up digital
development requires a focus on investment in local digital content and services to increase
demand. This should include stimulating investment in local enterprise development by
creating and maintaining a conducive regulatory framework for digital firms and by undertaking
active support measures, which may include establishing technology or innovation hubs and
incubators, building or improving e-government services, supporting innovative financing
approaches and instituting skill-building programmes. Linkages with global firms can help,
and the involvement of foreign investors in local digital firms can accelerate their growth,
but developing the digital sector mostly means supporting developing domestic enterprise
rather than promoting investment by digital MNEs.
As shown in the preceding section, it is common for broadband coverage to significantly
outpace internet adoption levels. Although there are many reasons that individuals may not
go online, surveyed non-users often indicate a lack of locally relevant content, in terms of
language and subject matter, or locally relevant services.14
There is, of course, a surfeit of international content available. However, the growth of digital
firms that offer local content and services is a crucial step in digital development and should
be a policy priority.15 The development of a local digital sector creates jobs and can boost
economic growth. Furthermore, while the digital sector itself typically only represents about
4 per cent of even the most digitally advanced economies, it is a critical stepping stone for
digital adoption among the rest of the economy (Atkinson and Stewart, 2013).
The development of a local digital content and services industry is far less capital intensive
than the build-up of digital infrastructure. Nevertheless, it involves crucial investment
components, for example, to support the creation of content, to enable local hosting to store
and deliver content, and to build or improve peripheral services, such as financial services
that provide the ability to monetize content, and postal services necessary for successful
e-commerce development (UNCTAD, 2015a).

a. Investment needs for the development of a local digital sector
The investments needed to provide international content depend on the type of service
and the amount of traffic delivered to a country. By the very nature of the global internet,
content available in one country is generally available in any country, unless it is subject to
blocking or filtering or licence restrictions. Achieving this broad reach does not require any
specific investment, which is why global digital firms tend to have a limited asset footprint
outside their home countries and tend to create subsidiaries only in markets that present
significant local marketing or advertising opportunities, with limited in-country investment
(see section IV.B).
Exceptions occur, as global digital firms invest in data centres and content delivery networks
to facilitate hosting of content closer to end users. Content hosted locally loads faster, which
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increases uptake by users who may not wait for slow or unresponsive downloads, while also
lowering the cost of accessing content by avoiding expensive international links.16
Investment in a data centre can foster a healthy local content ecosystem. Therefore,
promoting or facilitating investments in data centres by global digital firms can be relevant
as part of efforts to build a local digital sector. However, a data centre is a large investment,
which requires access to complementary inputs, such as reliable and inexpensive power
supplies, domestic telecommunications capacity, significant amounts of local content and
trained personnel. The decision to invest in local data centres by global digital firms is
complex, and inevitably not all locations that aim to develop a local digital economy will
attract one. However, data centres can be non-proprietary and carrier-neutral, open to all
content providers. Given the size of most data centres, access to a large regional market
would create economies of scale for investors.
Whereas international content can be available inside a country without any investment,
creating a local digital sector that produces content and offers local services requires
investing in local start-ups and in enterprise development, and building up digital arms
of existing companies such as newspapers and retailers. To develop digital content and
services, both entrepreneurs and existing firms need access to training and ICT technology.
In terms of access to finance, new companies will have greater difficulty in finding funding
than established ones, which may be able to self-finance digital content development
through cost savings or revenue increases.
International investors can be crucial sources of funds to help create and develop local
digital firms. A growing number of specialized venture capital funds, private equity funds
and global digital firms have been investing in the development of local digital firms in
developing countries (for examples, see box IV.11).
In addition, the digital economy has enabled new forms of financing, supporting the
development of digital firms. Crowdfunding mechanisms are now supporting numerous
ventures. To date, most of these are in developed countries, but the phenomenon is
spreading (box IV.12).
A key requirement for investment in the digital sector is the development of adequate
payment platforms. To promote investment, developers must be able to monetize their
innovations. This can include direct payment for content (e.g. buying mobile apps) or indirect
payments from advertisers. Either way, there must be a financial platform through which
buyers or advertisers can make payments and developers can receive those payments.

Box IV.11.

Attracting international investors in Nigeria’s digital sector

As the largest economy in Africa, with an estimated population of 180 million and GDP of more than $500 billion, Nigeria offers a large
and growing potential market for digital firms. Not surprisingly, local e-commerce companies have emerged, notably Jumia and Konga,
both founded in the country.
Jumia’s parent company, Africa Internet Group, recently raised €300 million and now counts among its international investors AXA
(France), Rocket Internet (Germany), Goldman Sachs (United States), MTN (South Africa) and Millicom (Luxembourg). Konga is backed
by Naspers (South Africa) and Kinnevik (Sweden). Both companies have been extending into a wide range of new online businesses
within Nigeria, and Jumia is now also present in more than 20 countries in Africa.
A lack of trust in online services, however, has resulted in most orders being paid with cash on delivery. This creates risks and raises
operational costs. More to the point, this highlights the importance of creating trust in online services and developing secure online
payment systems to increase the size of e-commerce markets and make them more efficient.
Source: Ringier Africa, background note prepared for UNCTAD, 2016.
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Box IV.12.

Investment models in the digital economy: crowdfunding

The internet not only provides a global market for innovators’ goods and services, but also provides access to many resources for
innovators, including online training, avenues of research, open source software and investment funds. Crowdfunding is an innovative
source of finance that has emerged in recent years, through which an innovator can raise money directly from a pool of millions of
potential investors around the world.
The earliest form of crowdfunding focused on charitable donations for good causes. Over time, three models have emerged that provide
funds for innovators and returns for investors: rewards, debt and equity.
• Rewards. In this model, investors are provided early and discounted access to the new products and services they are financing,
enabling innovators to presell their outputs and use the money raised to scale up production. One large platform, Kickstarter, has
raised almost $3 billion for projects, and one of its most successful fundraisers, $10.3 million for the Pebble startup, effectively
created the smartwatch segment. A subsequent campaign by Pebble for a newer watch raised $20.3 million.
• Debt. This is by far the largest segment in funds raised. Typically, this involves peer-to-peer loans. One early platform, Kiva, has
raised almost $1 billion in loans to 2.3 million borrowers in 82 countries, with a 97 per cent repayment rate, enabling entrepreneurs
to fund their projects with loans as small as $25.
• Equity. In this model, investors can invest directly in a particular startup or create a fund that invests in a portfolio of startups,
effectively democratizing venture capital markets. The model, however, depends on regulations regarding equity investments –
for instance, it has become feasible in the United States only recently – and so far largely focuses on developed countries. One
example, AngelList, has raised $540 million for 1,370 companies in the United States, generating a further $4.8 billion in follow-on
investments.
The total size of the crowdfunding market in 2015 was $34 billion, the bulk of which ($25.1 billion) was debt. Of the total amount, only
$24 million was funded for Africa and $85 million for South America.
One issue revolves around payments – to be successful, the funds must be delivered to the innovator, and this is sometimes challenging.
Kickstarter, for instance, is available only to creators in fewer than 20 member countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development. IndieGogo, another large crowdfunding platform, is available in most countries, but the innovator must be able to
receive payments through a bank or credit card.
That said, there are fewer geographic limits on the sources of funding. One innovation on IndieGogo called FlowHive (for harvesting
honey) received $12 million from 37,000 backers in 150 countries. Highlighting the broad nature of the campaigns, Kickstarter notes
that the average distance between backers and creators is more than 3,000 km.
Over time, equity crowdfunding would appear to have the greatest potential, because backers may be more interested in financial
returns than in product or services rewards. For instance, Oculus VR raised $2.5 million on Kickstarter to fund its pioneering virtual
reality headset. Backers bought a development version of the headset worth about $300; two years later, Facebook bought Oculus for
$2 billion, a return that would have vastly outweighed the value of the headset.
Addressing regulatory issues to enable global equity crowdfunding, along with digital means of payment, would facilitate foreign
investment and fund local entrepreneurs who are developing digital firms.
Source: ©UNCTAD, based on data from CrowdExpert.com and specific platform websites.

Some international content platforms, such as an app store or YouTube, offer a means for
publishing local content but still require a payment system to receive fees from users or
advertisers.
Mobile app stores, notably the Google Play store for Android devices and the App Store for
Apple devices, provide a potential platform for the development of local content. A software
development kit helps developers build apps, and once uploaded, the online store takes
care of marketing, sales and distribution in every country where the store is accessible.
Payments issues, however, limit where the store is accessible: Nigeria, for instance, is the
only country in Sub-Saharan Africa where a developer can upload an app for sale to Google
Play (Kende, 2015).
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b. E lements of a conducive policy framework
for investment in digital firms
Government policies can actively support investment in local content and services and in the
development of the digital sector through the following interventions:
•

Establish innovation hubs, where entrepreneurs gather to work and collaborate. In many
countries, an innovation hub is available, such as the iHub in Kenya, where developers
work, learn from each other and network, including with venture capitalists. Another
example is Tech Park in Cabo Verde, built with support from the Government and the
African Development Bank, which includes a data centre and a business continuity or
disaster recovery site, a common facilities centre, office spaces, an incubation centre,
and a training and qualification centre.

•

Create government online services to support local developers and local data centres,
while also increasing demand for online services. A number of national broadband
plans include support for the provision or adoption of online government services or
applications.

•

Support venture capital funding, as was done in Israel to help launch the country’s
startups. More recently, other governments have tried to emulate the success of the
Israeli program and kick-start their own venture capital funds. India, for instance, has
created the India Aspiration Fund, a so-called “fund of funds” with $306 million to
invest in private venture capital funds in order to expand the pool of, and boost, Indian
entrepreneurs.17

•

Create an enabling framework to foster other innovative sources of funding for digital
firms, thereby overcoming domestic capital market constraints to growth. For example,
online crowdfunding platforms have the potential to channel more funds to developing
countries, particularly if international equity crowdfunding is enabled. According to the
World Bank, businesses in developing countries could use crowdfunding to mobilize up
to $96 billion by 2025.18

Government policy also indirectly affects investment in online services through content
regulations and through rules designed for offline purposes that are applied online.
Key areas of regulation that affect the digital investment environment include the following:19
•

Privacy and data protection laws. Many digital firms collect and store data on their users
– either data provided directly by users of online services, such as health information
that may be gathered by an online health service, or data gathered indirectly through
the use of the service, such as search texts input on a website or links clicked. Data
protection and privacy laws have been put in place in numerous countries to protect
users; their substance can influence investment decisions in online services.

•

E-transaction and consumer protection laws. Some content regulations may influence
investment and enterprise development in specific areas of online services. For example,
in addition to data protection and privacy laws, e-transaction, cybercrime and consumer
protection laws all influence the development of the e-commerce sector. UNCTAD’s
Global Cyberlaw Tracker monitors these five sets of laws, as they are particularly
important for supporting online commerce. Additional elements that support online
services include digital identification laws that enable identification for sensitive services
such as financial transactions and digital payments, which in turn promote e-commerce.
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•

Content restrictions and censorship laws. Countries may have policies or laws that
restrict or censor content for political, national security, religious or cultural reasons, and
often these policies are applied to online content. Although such restrictions alone may
inhibit investments in content, the application of the laws – in terms of predictability and
consistency – can also have an impact. In extreme cases, governments are increasingly
resorting to internet shutdowns, turning off a specific service or the entire internet in
a country, often for political or national security reasons. This affects the entire sector,
making investment less attractive. A recent study from the Brookings Institute recorded
81 temporary shutdowns in 19 countries over 12 months spanning 2015 and 2016,
estimating the cost at $2.4 billion. As noted in the study, this does not include the cost
to investor confidence, which could be significant as such disruptions continue to grow
in number.20

•

Intellectual property protection. Intellectual property rules are an example of offline
regulations that extend to the online world. They can have an impact on decisions to
invest in services that provide professional content such as audio or video. The application
of copyright rules online, for instance, can affect investment levels.21

•

Intermediary liability laws. Whereas many sites generate their own content for which they
are responsible under content laws, other services act as platforms for user-generated
content, such as blogs, messages or videos. The extent to which these platforms,
otherwise known as “intermediaries”, are held liable for content can influence their
investment decisions. These considerations extend not just to content platforms, but
also to companies that host or store content, such as content delivery networks and data
centres. The recent introduction of new legislation increasing the liability of platforms for
content (in particular the obligation to remove “fake news” in Germany) may be targeted
mostly at global digital players but could have cost implications for other, smaller, digital
firms and start-ups.

•

Application of traditional telecommunication rules to digital business. In many countries,
regulatory authorities are applying rules designed for the traditional telecommunication
sector to online services or “over the top” services. For example, a specific digital service
that has been the subject of regulatory attention is voice over internet protocol (VoIP),
because of its convergence with traditional voice services. According to an ITU survey,
VoIP service is subject to general ICT regulations in 58 countries.22 Such laws may
impose conditions that deter the provision of service or investment.

•

Data localization requirements. In recent years, at least 20 governments have proposed
data localization requirements.23 Such requirements oblige digital firms to store and
process local data within a country. Some laws stipulate specific conditions under
which data can be transferred out of a country. For example, the Russian Federation
is considering a law that requires internet companies to locate servers in the country
and store user data for six months after the data are created. India has also proposed
requiring all e-mail service providers to host servers in India.
Often, such requirements are motivated by privacy or national security considerations.
They can also be enacted as part of a strategy to create IT jobs or to develop the digital
sector. However, the scale of data in a given territory is often not sufficient to justify large
investments in data centres. Localization requirements could significantly increase the
costs of providing internet-based services such as cloud computing. In some cases, data
localization requirements could lead providers of data services to exit the market, leaving
domestic businesses with access to potentially less efficient and effective services. Also,
forcing companies to build local data centres would create few jobs once construction is
finished.
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A study by the European Centre for International Political Economy showed that a
proposed (but subsequently abandoned) data localization strategy in Brazil would have
caused a 4.2 per cent drop in investment; the results showed similar numbers for other
countries (Bauer et al., 2014).
•

Competition policy. Regulatory frameworks for competition are crucial. Although the
entrance of digital firms across all sectors encourages innovation, provides consumers
with more options and creates demand for a more developed digital ecosystem, it can
inherently create competition concerns due to network and winner-take-all effects
(box IV.13).

A summary of key policy determinants for investment in the digital sector can be found in
table IV.6.
As in the case of determinants of investment in digital infrastructure, policy determinants
and underlying investor concerns need to be balanced against legitimate public policy
concerns (table IV.7). Digitalization has given rise to new concerns related to national
security, cybercrime and politically sensitive (dis-)information. These concerns may lead to
the introduction of content restrictions, data localization requirements or mandatory source

Box IV.13.

Foreign investment in e-commerce: the experience of Indonesia

Indonesia’s e-commerce market is the biggest and fastest growing in South-East Asia. In 2015, it was estimated at $1.7 billion (a
third of the region’s $5.5 billion e-commerce market), according to a report by Google and Temasek (2016). The report forecasted that
between 2015 and 2020, the number of internet users would expand by some 19 per cent annually – faster than India’s estimated 14
per cent – and the e-commerce market would grow to $46 billion.
This massive and growing market has attracted international tech companies, and local startups have flourished. Go-jek is the firm with
the most visibility and growth. It started in 2011 as a motorcycle ride-hailing app but has since expanded into providing various courier
services, an e-wallet and a car-hailing service. The latter has turned Uber (the international ride-hailing app) and Grab Taxi (South-East
Asia’s biggest ride-hailing app) into Go-jek’s toughest competitors.
In Indonesia, Grab and Uber have also tapped into Go-jek’s market by expanding their service to motorcycle-hailing (GrabBike and
UberMotor). In their fight for customer acquisition, the three have sustained months of charging “promotional prices” that seem far
below a reasonable operating cost in traffic-ridden Jakarta. During 2015, Go-jek offered months of “Rp 10,000 anywhere”, less than a
dollar at the prevailing exchange rate. GrabBike followed suit to offer half that fare for several months. On the car front, Uber was able
to charge substantially below traditional taxis as part of its marketing. This kind of competition bears some benefits in that it encourages
innovation, provides consumers with more options and creates demand for a more developed digital ecosystem, but it also raises the
question of whether a price war could enable a company to become dominant and raise prices due to winner-take-all effects. Another
concern is the appropriateness of the existing regulatory framework for the new business models – in particular regarding consumer
protection.
In other parts of e-commerce, these price wars are also a common occurrence. Mataharimall, Tokopedia and Bukalapak (local
marketplace platforms) are competing with Lazada (the regional e-commerce service rolled out by Germany’s Rocket Internet and
backed by China’s Alibaba), Elevania (Republic of Korea) and Rakuten (Japan’s biggest e-commerce site). Massive discounts and large
marketing campaigns seem to be the norm, and to survive it, local players are relying on financing from backers such as Sequoia Capital
(an investor in Apple, LinkedIn and Dropbox (all United States)) and SoftBank (Japan).a Go-jek partnered with Sequoia in 2015, and in
August 2016, it reportedly obtained a $550 million investment from KKR & Co. and Warburg Pincus (both United States).b Indonesia is
seeing funding deals like never before: TechinAsiac reported that, from two to three funding deals announced each month in 2014, the
number had doubled in 2015.
The fierce competition between digital companies is not inherently bad. Younger local digital companies with organic growth such as
Go-jek, Tokopedia, Mataharimall and Bukalapak can be resilient, with innovation and a better understanding of their local market, but to
survive price wars against more mature international digital giants, securing large investments is undeniably crucial.
Source: ©UNCTAD.
a
Tokopedia reportedly received some $100 million financing from SoftBank Internet and Media Inc in 2014. This deal marks the first record-breaking financing round
by a startup in Indonesia. Cosseboom, L., “Indonesian Online Marketplace Tokopedia Raises $100M from SoftBank and Sequoia”, TechinAsia, 22 October 2014, www.
techinasia.com.
b
Millward, S., “Go-Jek Ramps Up War on Uber and Grab with $550m Funding”, TechinAsia, 5 August 2016, www.techinasia.com.
c
Wijaya, K.K., “Indonesia’s Startup Funding Exploded in 2015”, TechinAsia, www.techinasia.com.
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Table IV.6.

Policy determinants for investment in the digital sector

Key policy determinants

Practices that affect investment

• Privacy and data protection can bolster users’ trust and make investments in online services more
attractive.
• E-transactions and consumer protection laws help develop the e-commerce sector and support online
commerce.
• Content restrictions, ranging from filtering to internet shutdowns, can undermine opportunities in a
country and fuel uncertainty for investors.
Content rules and
regulations

• Copyright laws should provide clarity and balance the interests of copyright holders with those of
innovators and content distributors to reduce risks for investors.
• Intermediary liability rules impose requirements on platforms to monitor third-party content for banned
or pirated content, which can increase costs and legal risks.
• Applying traditional telecommunication or media regulations to online services can impose conditions
that increase the cost of providing services.
• Data localization laws, requiring domestic storage and processing of content, reduce economies of scale
for data centres or cloud services, reducing investment.
• Mandatory source code disclosure policies, e.g. in procurement contracts, can influence the interest of
investors in participating.

Other regulatory areas

• Regulations in other sectors of the economy (often professions or non-tradable services such as taxis
or real estate), and their relative openness to competition, may discourage or block investment by new
digital entrants.
• Supporting the development of innovation hubs can assist local entrepreneurs in developing new online
services.
• Development of e-government services can create demand for local developers and data centres,
promoting the development of the sector.

Support policies

• Facilitating crowdfunding – particularly for equity investments – can increase international investments
in the local industry.
• Government support of venture capital investments can help build the domestic venture capital industry
while promoting investment in the local content industry.
• Entrepreneurship programmes, such as UNCTAD’s Empretec programme, can help to put ICTs skills into
practice and develop successful business projects.

Source: ©UNCTAD.
Note: Policy determinants listed in the table are those specifically relevant for investments in the digital sector. General policy determinants (e.g. CSR policies) also apply – see
UNCTAD’s Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development (UNCTAD, 2015b).

code disclosure measures. Governments also take more and more responsibility regarding
user protection – for instance, with respect to privacy, cybersecurity and consumer
protection concerns. In terms of business protection, intermediary liability rules aim to curb
illegal content distribution, while regulation in other sectors may aim to prevent or mitigate
potential disruptive impacts from digital platforms and technologies.

4. Investment in digitalization across industries
The greatest development value may well be in the digitalization of firms in non-digital sectors.
Internet adoption by businesses in developing countries significantly lags that in developed
countries. Promoting investment in ICT across all firms, as well as business linkages and
participation in GVCs, should be an important part of digital development policies.
A strong digital sector, including adequate internet infrastructure and digital companies
providing online content and services, is the foundation of the digital economy. However,
adoption of these services – by both individuals and non-ICT firms – is a fundamental
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Table IV.7.

Development of the digital sector: balancing public policy and investor concerns

Selected determinants

Public policy concerns

• Privacy
Data protection,
localization laws

• National security
• Industrial development

Investor concerns

• Scale economies
• Free flow of data

• Politically sensitive (dis-)information
Content restrictions

• National security

• Predictability of the business environment

• Cultural or religious values
Intermediary liability rules

• Illegal content distribution

Telecommunication and
media regulations
(applied to online services)

• Public service responsibilities

• Legal certainty
• Operating costs
• Network access
• Operating costs

• National security
Mandatory source code
disclosure policies

• Technology dissemination

• Intellectual property protection

• Industrial development
Sector regulations in other
sectors of the economy

• Professional standards
• Social protection

• Market access

Source: ©UNCTAD.

part of digital development. Policymakers should not focus exclusively on facilitating the
development of digital firms, but also aim to stimulate the use of digital services (Atkinson
and Miller, 2015).
Digital adoption in firms across an economy is also ultimately what is necessary for realizing
the benefits of digital access to global markets for SME exporters – an important goal of
the eTrade for All initiative. As a measure of the potential opportunity, the amount of goods
traded through Alibaba and Amazon has grown by more than 30 per cent annually since
2012, and sales in 2016 were worth over $700 billion, with large and rapidly growing
shares of these activities taking place on a global level. Some 50 million small and mediumsize enterprises worldwide now conduct business on Facebook, a number that has doubled
from 2014 (McKinsey Global Institute, 2016).
The digitalization process in global supply chains, described in section IV.B, will have a
profound impact on the overseas operations of MNEs, with important implications for
host-country firms, especially in developing countries (Foster and Graham, 2016). New
opportunities may arise for domestic firms connected to the international production
networks of MNEs or operating in non-equity relationships. Such businesses connected to
GVCs tend to show higher levels of digital adoption (figure IV.25). Likewise, businesses with
higher levels of digital adoption have better chances of participating in GVCs and connecting
with MNEs. Foreign affiliates and local small and medium-sized suppliers linking to digital
supply chains can make an important contribution to digital development in host countries.
Digital adoption by businesses in social sectors can make an especially important
contribution to development. In health care, for instance, telemedicine has the potential
to make high-quality health care more accessible and affordable, and can enable access
to expertise for local hospitals and health centres in developing countries. In Africa, some
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Figure IV.25.

Business use of the internet and levels of GVC participation

Share of firms using the internet to communicate with customers or suppliers (Per cent)

Developing economies

LDCs

All

56

36

Import and export

83

Only import

68

58

39
53

75

Only export
43

No GVCs

19

Source: ©UNCTAD, based on data from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys.
Note: Analysis based on domestic firms only. Use of the internet by firms reflects the World Bank survey results on use of email and company websites. Data are from 2016 or
the latest available data point. Running the analysis using sampling weights provided by the World Bank to reflect the population composition produces similar results.

countries are implementing their own e-health programs. One of the leading countries in
this area is Kenya, which in 2015 announced a collaborative partnership with the Merck
Group (Germany), a global pharmaceutical company. Together they are rolling out a new
e-health platform that links patients and health care providers in remote areas by using
knowledge transfer and video conferencing to interact with specialists at Kenyatta Hospital
to extend accessibility, improving the quality and reducing the cost of health care in remote
areas.24
ICT technologies and digital applications can also play an important role in expanding
access to finance (see also box IV.12). Mobile banking can be a catalyst for local
businesses and social enterprises, which are particularly important in developing markets.
Apart from innovations in banking, digital technologies can support online peer-to-peer
lending platforms. In Indonesia, for example, Amartha has transformed from a traditional
microfinance institution into a fintech company. The company uses machine learning for
its credit scoring, based on behavioural and transaction data, and can provide access
to finance for clients who have no formal credit history. Amartha’s move into fintech has
extended its outreach considerably, with the number of disbursed loans growing by nearly
600 per cent.25 In a country where three quarters of the population does not have a bank
account,26 the company has disbursed $5.1 million in loans to 30,000 microentrepreneurs
and has raised the maximum loan value from $225 to $750.27 It has also reached more than
23,000 women in villages, with loans totaling $4 million (box IV.14).
As digital development progresses and initial infrastructure investments get off the ground,
it is important to adjust digital development strategies, shifting the focus gradually to
initiatives to promote digital adoption in all firms – not just digital firms – and especially in
social sector firms (box IV.15).
Bringing traditional local companies online requires investment in internet access, in
devices and computers, and in relevant training. Several policy factors will affect investment
decisions in this area:
•
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The policy environment for digital services is to some degree relevant for firms across
all sectors, as all firms are affected by cybersecurity and data protection regulations,
among other laws that affect the digital sector.
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Box IV.14.

Strengthening women’s participation in the digital economy

The digital economy can contribute towards generating opportunities for women’s participation in the economy, an important SDG
target. Online marketplaces are reporting good numbers on women participating as producers. For example, more than half of the
sellers on Taobao, Alibaba’s marketplace, are women.a Etsy, one of the biggest marketplaces in the United States, in its latest diversity
report stated that 9 out of 10 of its sellers are women (higher than the female participation in retail trade, which was more than 40 per
cent, according to the United States Census Bureau).b
Employment flexibility is another factor. The flexibility that internet platforms offer enables more women to join the workforce. The World
Bank Digital Dividend report (2016) pointed out that the ability to work flexible hours from home is considered the greatest advantage of
online work for women. On Upwork, a freelancing platform, 44 per cent of freelancers are women, compared with a 25 per cent average
in the global non-agricultural economy. In addition, the flexibility of location that internet platforms offer in places where women may
find it difficult to travel (whether because of lack of infrastructure or social norms) can also help women enter the job market. On the
downside, flexibility often comes with less protection for employees (e.g. absence of insurance or precarious terms), which can dilute
some of the merits of greater employment of women.
Some significant gaps between genders in the digital economy remain, however – gaps that can prevent women from capitalizing on
the gains that the digital economy offers. For example, in LDCs, women are less likely to own cellphones and use the internet (UNCTAD,
2015a and World Bank, 2016). In terms of employment in the tech sector, even in a high-income country with the most mature digital
economy (the United States), a wide gender gap exists. There, in the core business of the digital economy (developers, coders and
technical staff), women are notably underrepresented (making up only some 20 per cent of the occupational group – far below their
overall representation across all occupational groups, at close to 50 per cent).
Some current initiatives aim to close this gap and increase women’s participation in the digital economy. An example in education
is Girls Who Code, a United States domestic nonprofit that teaches girls in grades 6–12 how to code. Since its start in 2012, it
has graduated 10,000 students through after-school and summer programs, project-based learning and internships. The initiative
introduces young women to the technology world, and by doing so encourages them to study computer science formally, an area that
seems to be largely male-dominated. Alternatively, informal academic paths with more vocational features (i.e. shorter, less expensive
and more job-ready) can be an option to support women involvement in the digital economy quickly, particularly given the fast rate of
obsolescence in the field.
To support women entrepreneurs in the digital economy, initiatives may include gender-specific loan programs, which can help women
get access to capital that is otherwise difficult to obtain. An example is one rolled out by the International Finance Corporation and
Goldman Sachs called 10,000 Women, which financed a lending program of RMB 500 million, intended for women entrepreneurs who
mostly run their businesses on Alibaba Group’s online marketplaces.
Source: ©UNCTAD.
a
Erickson, J., “Factsheet: Alibaba’s Conference on Women and Entrepreneurship”, Alizila, 19 May 2015, www.alizila.com.
b
Gorman, J., “Diversity and Equality at Etsy”, Etsy News, 28 April 2016, https://blog.etsy.com.

•

The affordability considerations that apply to consumers are also relevant for firms.
High import tariffs and taxes on devices, or high taxes on internet usage, have a
negative impact, which can be significant: when Kenya exempted mobile handsets
from a 16 per cent value added tax in 2009, the uptake of new handsets tripled.
Tanzania imposes significant taxes on mobile services, with a 17 per cent excise tax on
top of the value added tax, making the total the second highest in Africa and resulting
in 3G adoption rates that lag those in much of the region. A GSMA study has estimated
that removing the excise tax would boost 3G adoption by 800,000 subscriptions,
resulting in $115 million more in mobile investment.28

•

Tax measures to lower the effective cost of ICT adoption can stimulate investment.

•

Access to cloud services can significantly lower capital and operating expenses for
companies operating online. Cloud services can provide access to a number of online
services important to businesses, ranging from e-mail and web hosting to customer
relationship management software. Using the cloud enables a firm to avoid buying
expensive servers and software packages, and hiring dedicated IT staff to operate
systems and upgrade software. These cloud services rely on the general determinants
for digital services, including local data centres and digital service providers.
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•

The level of digital skills, the availability of skills development and educational
programmes affect demand for online services.

•

The availability of e-government services helps to create business demand for internet
access, while also providing efficiency returns from their use.

As digitalization spreads and deepens in an economy, greater investment will be needed
in infrastructure and in digital firms to help meet demand for better and more ubiquitous
access. A summary of key policy determinants for investment in digital adoption by firms
can be found in table IV.8.

Box IV.15.

Digital development plans: the case of Rwanda

The Rwanda Government’s National Information Communications Infrastructure (NICI) plan, part of its broader Vision 2020 programme,
is an example of a digital development strategy that extends beyond a targeted national broadband plan. The Vision represents a
comprehensive plan to turn Rwanda into a middle-income country by 2020 and an “information-rich, knowledge-based” economy.
The results have been impressive, with 3G network now covering over 90 per cent of the population, and 4G at almost 50 per cent; a
large and growing IXP with several leading content delivery networks in the country; a branch of Carnegie Mellon University and several
innovation labs; and internet adoption rising to over 20 per cent in 2016 from under 1 per cent in 2000.
Several elements have been key to this success:
• First, the vision starts at the top, with the full backing of the President and the Ministry of Youth and ICT, but also extends to the public
and private sectors, including health, education, agriculture and financial services.
• Second, the vision is adaptive, with the new Smart Rwanda Master Plan, which evolved from the NICI policy and plan, updated every
five years to adapt to changes in the industry.
• Third, the vision has been adjusted throughout all the phases of digital development, starting with the liberalization of the sector
and the establishment of the regulator (NICI I), through the focus on infrastructure building with projects such as the national fibre
backbone, the National Data Centre, the Rwanda Internet Exchange (NICI II), and online services and skills development (NICI III), to
the development of the private sector and creative industries (the current NICI IV).
Source: ©UNCTAD, based on Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority, www.rura.rw.

Table IV.8.

Policy determinants for investment in digital adoption by firms

Key policy determinants
Competition, tax and
trade policies affecting
the cost of digital
adoption

Practices that affect investment

• Competition policies in the telecommunication sector influence the cost of data packages and devices,
which affects digital adoption by firms, especially micro, small and medium-sized enterprises.
• Taxes and tariffs similarly affect on device costs, influencing digital adoption.
• Fiscal policies can reduce the effective cost of ICT-related capital
investments and training expenditures by firms.
• Promoting cloud services can lower the cost of accessing online services for businesses.
• E-government services can create demand for local developers while lowering the cost to interact with
government for all businesses.

Support policies

• Partnerships with global digital MNEs help digital adoption in SMEs and the creation of digital
entrepreneurs, such as app developers (including through existing programmes offered by global
digital MNEs in this area); and can localize their offering (e.g. accepting local currency in their systems,
facilitating payments for local firms).
• Partnerships with universities help firms adopt digital technologies (e.g. in centres of excellence) and
build on skills programmes.
• Skills programmes provide companies with the ability to efficiently adopt and use internet technology
and services.

Source: ©UNCTAD.
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D. T OWARDS AN
INVESTMENT POLICY
FRAMEWORK FOR
THE DIGITAL AGE
Investment, including international investment, plays an important role in the development of
the digital economy. Conversely, the digital economy will transform international production,
and hence investment patterns. A comprehensive investment policy framework for the digital
economy should ensure not only that digital development is embedded in investment policies
but also that investment policy is embedded in digital development strategies. Moreover,
governments need to find a balanced approach that accommodates public concerns caused
by digital transformation as well as the interests of private investors.
This chapter has shown how the transition to a global digital economy has fundamental
implications for investment policy. Section IV.B discussed how digital MNEs, and the adoption
of digital technologies across all MNEs, are changing patterns of international production:
•

Digital MNEs can reach overseas markets with a much lighter international asset
footprint.

•

They generate less employment in host countries directly – their economic impact is
largely indirect, through competitiveness benefits across all other sectors.

•

Digital adoption in all MNEs is increasing the weight of intangibles and services in global
value creation and placing new demands on host-country supply chain partners and
technological infrastructure.

As a result, policymakers are faced with a number of challenges. At the strategic level, they
need to formulate policy responses to shifting patterns of international investment and to
changing investment determinants. Attracting international investment in a digital economy
that relies less on some factors, such as low-cost labour, and more on others, such as
infrastructure, skills and low-cost energy, may require different competitive advantages.
This poses challenges particularly for developing countries.
At the level of domestic investment rules and regulations, policymakers need to assess how
new modes of investment and changing investment impacts affect existing rules, which
may be general investment regulations or, more likely, sectoral restrictions – and vice versa.
Some analogue-era regulations may become obsolete (such as retail restrictions that are
bypassed by e-commerce) or risk slowing down digital adoption (such as sector regulations
that effectively block new digital entrants); others may need adaptation to the digital age to
achieve their public policy objectives. At the international level, policymakers need to assess
the implications of the digital economy on investment treaty-making, and the investment
dimension of evolving rules in e-commerce and services trade.
Section IV.C looked at the investment dimension of digital development. Again, policymakers
face a host of challenges. Digital development requires the development of adequate digital
infrastructure to provide the necessary connectivity. Policymakers also need to put in
place accompanying policies to support the actual uptake of available connectivity, such
as competition policy frameworks to improve the affordability of devices and services.
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Table IV.9.

Policy framework for investment in the digital economy
Policy checklist
Review competitive advantages for the attraction of investment from digital MNEs, assess potential
challenges and risks, and identify strategic opportunities (e.g. niche industries, digital content or
services industries, app development).

Strategic investment
policy considerations

Review and prepare for changing investment determinants and investor profiles in other industries
as they adopt digital technologies in global supply chains.
Formulate a strategic response to ensure investment policy remains geared towards sustainable
development and inclusive growth.

National

Embedding
digital development
in investment
policies

Assess the extent to which existing investment regulations are affected by digital operating
models.
Modernize investment regulations where needed, balancing investment promotion and facilitation
with measures to mitigate risks associated with digital operating models.
Review the coverage and treatment of new digital industries in IIAs.

International

Invest in digital
infrastructure

Take into account the digital investment dimension of evolving international rules, such as those
on e-commerce and services trade.

Conduct a detailed assessment of infrastructure investment needs in digital development
strategies, including broadband coverage and internet infrastructure (e.g. data centres, IXPs).
Build the right conditions for private investment in digital infrastructure, including to promote public
service and universal connectivity objectives.
Engage in regional cooperation, promoting multi-country infrastructure investments for scale.

Embedding
investment
policy in digital
development
strategies

Invest in
digital firms

Invest in
digitalization

Ensure that content rules and regulations remain conducive to investment in the digital sector,
while safeguarding public policy objectives.
Support local enterprise development in the digital economy, through clusters and hubs,
facilitation of innovative financing approaches, and conducive regulations in non-digital industries.
Promote investments by firms across all sectors in ICTs and in related skills, and access to low cost
digital services (e.g. cloud services).
Build and improve e-government services to lead the way, to create demand for local developers,
and to lower the cost of doing business.
Manage interactions with related policy areas to address public concerns, through up-to-date
regulations (e.g. data security, privacy, competition, consumer protection, national security,
safeguarding of cultural values).

Policy interactions and
institutional synergies

Manage interactions with sectoral and social policies to mitigate potential negative social and
economic impacts of digital transformation (e.g. job losses in traditional sectors).
Ensure an effective whole-of-government approach, establishing coordination processes and
communication channels across institutions, and involving investment authorities and IPAs.

Source: ©UNCTAD.

And they must undertake other measures to improve inclusive internet access, through
education, skill building, R&D and other policies to facilitate digital adoption among local
firms, especially micro, small and medium-sized enterprises, where the adoption of digital
technologies can significantly boost productivity.
As they encourage investment in the digital economy to harness its benefits, policymakers
must also mitigate its potential negative impact and protect legitimate public interests. This
requires up-to-date regulations – and the ability to implement them – in such areas as data
security, privacy, intellectual property protection, consumer protection and the safeguarding
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of cultural values. Moreover, where digital transformation causes disruption or generates a
negative social or economic impact, especially job losses, they need to put in place policies
to mitigate these effects.
Most countries are actively encouraging the digitalization of their economy, as it offers
significant development opportunities. Digital development can help local firms access
global markets or integrate into global e-value chains. The digital economy can yield new
opportunities for local enterprise development, including through international investment or
links with global digital firms, across broad digital sectors (e-commerce and digital media),
in social sectors (e-health, e-education), in new niche industries (e.g. the creation of a
digital creative or app-development industry), creating new jobs (including jobs conducive
to women participation).
The policy actions to realize the opportunities and deal with the challenges cut across many
areas. Core investment policies related to the establishment, protection, facilitation and
promotion of international investment are important, especially where foreign investment is
crucial for rapid digital development and where investment costs in physical assets are high,
such as for the development of digital infrastructure. Public-private partnerships, including
with foreign investors, are also an important tool for infrastructure development. For the
development of the digital sector, other investment-related policy areas tend to be more
important (e.g. taxation, trade, technology, skill-building).
Table IV.9. summarizes the key investment policy dimensions of the transition to a digital
economy, starting from strategic investment policy considerations, covering the two policy
perspectives (how investment policies are affected by digital development, and how to
strengthen the role of investment policy in digital development strategies), and concluding
with policy interactions and institutional synergies to consider.

To date, in most countries, investment policymakers have taken a back seat in the formulation of digital development strategies. It is time they take a more proactive approach. Not
only should they prepare for critical changes in their own policy arena, but they also can
make an important contribution to the design and implementation of what are effectively
digital industrial policies. Digital development should be embedded in investment policies,
and investment policy should be embedded in digital development strategies.
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6
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investment.

7
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9

Even though the investment component of SDG target 9.c looks achievable, the target itself – a significant
increase in access to ICTs and universal and affordable access to the internet in LDCs by 2020 – looks
much more uncertain (see A4AI, 2015). This will also negatively impact the use of ICTs to promote the
empowerment of women (Goal 5, target 5.b).

10
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For a summary of digital-related regulatory issues see also Koske et al. (2014) and Fifth Era (2016) for
a survey of 475 verified internet investors on how internet regulations and policies affect investment
decisions in 15 countries (Australia, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Nigeria, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and Viet Nam, along with the United States
and the United Kingdom as leading countries providing FDI to the other countries).
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See West, D.M., “Internet Shutdowns Cost Countries $2.4 Billion Last Year”, Center for Technology
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See, for instance, “The Impact of U.S. Internet Copyright Regulations on Early-Stage Investment –
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ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Regulatory Survey 2015.
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